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versity Television Producwere a moderator instead of choose the topics and set up
tions offering.,
a guest.
the interviews.
Peter Lutze, BSUassistant
Now Ruch has hisown
Lutze said, because the
, Come spring,BSU Presi- professor 'of communication, show.,
"
program is a UTP project,
dent Charles Ruch Will give conceived the plan for the
"This is a chance for me students will make up the.
Rush and Oprah a run for program. Lutze said BSU
to
ask
the questions, Ruch production crew.
their money.
.
used to have a program
said.
"I'Il be producing it at
If all goeswell, Ruch will called "Focus," hosted by
By moderating a show, he least in the initial stages," he
host a discussion program
John Franden,executive
has the, opportunity to meet said. He will probably hire a
on Channel 10 dealing with
assistant to the president,
people,
from all over .the
student as his assistant proBSU-related topics.
. ' that had much the same pur.campus
and .be in on the
ducer, and shows will be
The focus of the monthly
pose as the proposed proexploratory nature of the
shot in the studio, at least in
program will be events, pro- gram.
.
program, Lutze said.
' the beginning, Lutze said.
grams and departments at
According to Lutze, Ruch
"He becomes our guide.
Eventuallythe programmay
BSU that receive little media had often appeared as a
He
investigates with us,"
shooton location,Lutzesaid
'
coverage otherwise.
guest on "Focus," but he Lutze said.
"Exploring BSU" is the
said he feels Ruch could be
Ruch said "the folks who
• Ruch continued
tentative name for the Unimore "in the loop" if he produce the show" will
on page 3
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Group takes BSU
growth, debate
to airwaves
.."'1~:.7

The,in~:vitable parking
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TreasureV~lIey rellglo~S,hu.~ers galheredfor last week's discussion
In'opposilion
"10,Ihelda-,o Cllizens: Alllal'lce's Inilialive. '
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ReligiotJspanel speaks
against anti-gay, issue
Melanie Delon-Johnson
Culture Edito~

According to Tell, the danger in the
passage of the ICA initiative is the
question of "Who is next?"
Last week BSU Voices for Human
The Rev. Donald Shrumm of the
Rights hosted a panel of siX communiSouthminsterPrespyterian
said the
ty religious .leaders who' shared their
leaders of his church" affirmed people
views on homosexuality,
the Idaho
of faith defending homosexuals.
Citizens Alliance's anti-gay initiative
One of the mainpolntsofopposiand the role of church in the commution by the panelists was the ICA's
nity.
'..
.. .'.' ".'
.,
"
,interpretation of the Bible in the initiaThe panel, "Religious Leaders for
tive.
'," .
"
Human Rights," was one of a seriesof
, "When people tell mewhat God is
panels on the ICA 'initia~ve, said Gary
sayirig, then I draw the line," Cynthia
Christensen, president of the,BSU Gay, Brandt Scanlin from the United
and. Lesbian· Alliance.
,
Church of Christ said.
The religious panelists cametogeth"It matters-a great deal who is
er in opposition to the ICA initiative;
doing the interpreting;" Shrumm said.
"Equal. protectibil 'applies to .all' citi- ,
As for the initiative, itself; Darlene
, zens,~'sai.dthe· Rev. Tonf:rucker, from HiuTymanof the Metropolitan Com:th'eUnitedMeihodistChui'ch~
m1,lnity, Church said it "painted an
Tucker '!=(~d, Attorney
General
untruepicture,ofwh~gayand
lesbian
Larry Echoaa.w~~s' publishe~ opinion, 'people'~anyare."'",:
.'.,..., ".
'
orL the· issue.: Laflt month' EchoHawk
, Shruinm 'defmed:the initiative as a
called the inilUtti\1e"nconstitutionat.,
/'testof Boise and Idaho" and said an
. 'AlanTeU,represeritativeftomthe
.' initiative like the ICA's wouldn't be .',
, ,Avah Beth Israel Jewish,Community,'consideredin·a"essconservativ~
city:
:,saidthestrong
oppo~i~!onJ~orn.the '.'. ,.,Sca~)~l1i~})ef,eel~_~h~,lCA,~bJf:
Jewi~h, commun1.ty agamst the ICA, . m$,;t.0legts.la~so,~~.t,hirig,t~~t '.dOesllt ,
,'ini~tive wa!l4tlem()s~y t,o~e~per~e-:>co,~es,})0J:1.d,toJIl,em;'-:'~"<';:;:.'
\;'
•....•.•......
',cution{elt.bY.theJewlsh
comm~n1ty .,:; "G9~I;would~a~
thedec1S10n, not"
;<~.;?,:~J~e.c~~~H?;;~'c.?'·.;
'. "~",."' ·....·,'.·,·.·.;>:.(.;9'~·I'.e.~r~~~.:S~.sai.d.·,
II
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,., ldressed b- '.'
"at BSU were'addressed in a' "ment::A'ccordirigfoFang;:'
,
paneldtscusston on KIDO's man, there is plenty of park~. "
morning .talk show last ing.:"Parking is a perceived.
week, organized by BSUstu- problem," she said, emphadents for a communication
sizing that one-third of the
lab project.,
parking spaces are .always
BSU President Charles
open, according to the study.
Ruch, ASBSU President CJ
Weedon said BSUstudents
Martin and two members of
suffer from "a Western menthe communication
lab
tality." They are used to congroup who developed the
venient parking aU the time,
project, Russ Weedon and
and are unwilling to utilize
Terri Fangman, took calls
public transportation.
To
and answered questions on resolvetheparking situation,
AM 63 KIDO last Friday
how.ey~,theywill
have to
morning.
change our habits, he said.
The communication stuAU four panelists pointed
dents addressed questions
out that the shuttle ,bUSand
based on a study of growth
thedty bus are free to students..
conducted for their lab proRuch said the registration
ject. The findings of the study process is "number one OR
include that one-third of the our listof things that need to
parking spaces at and around be solved at Boise State UniBSUare always open (though ve~ty."
not always convenient) and
"We are in the process of
that 100 new apartments are exploring touch tone regnee~ed to' fill the. hous~ng
'~ Radio continued
requirements of an mcreasmg
. .:
3
BSUpoptilation.·
on pag~. '
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Pro-Tern targets

Vislfinginsfrucfor describes
Romanian fight for stability

focus for senate

OaWri Kramer
Editor-in-chief

Jon Wroten
promised a utopian culture. This however,
since last spring, said he
Staff Writer
was not what Communism offered in pracwould also like to be a good
tice, Fee said
.
liaison between senate and
Lidia Fee knows what it is like to live
"You need the freedom of the soul and '
Newly-elected Senate Prothe ASBSU executive staff and
under a repressivegovemment.
She underthe freedom of the mind, " Fee said
.
Tem Clint Bolinder says he
to keep fighting out of the
stands the hunger and longing for freedom.
When things did not work out as
hopes to help keep his ASBSy
senate chambers.
Fee is a native of Romania. She lived
planned after the state took 'over ownership .' colleagues focused on their
"If we are always in here
there for 31 years beforecoming to the United
of most everything, the people did resist
primary
mission.'
fighting,
everyone's going to
States in 1987.
_ .
because of the secret police, Fee said She said
"I'd like to keep Senate uni- look at us like we're a big
.
Before 1989, Romania was ruled by one she personally knew people who disappeared
fied and focused on our
joke," Bolinder said.
of the most repressive regimes in theEastem
because of their anti-Communist beliefs.
duties to serve the students,"
He said he believes his role
Bloc. In 1989, the people of Romania overThe Romanian leader, Nicolae Ceauses.he said.
as pro-tem is not as the leader
threw the government. Now chaos rules.
cu, kept a tight reign on the people. Abortion .
Bolinder, a senior accountof senate, but as a team
Fee said .th~. eight Eastern European
and contraceptives were illegal. People were
. ing major, won tight race on
spokesman for the organizacounties including Romania, Bulgaria,
also kept starving while food was exported to , Nov. 23' over senators Dan' tion.
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, West Germany,
other counbies, Fee said
.
Gus; John Fangman, Jerry
"To put it into sports terms,
Albania, Hungary and Poland, which were
Following the 1989 overthrow, prices
Banks and Marl Duvall. Four
I guess I'm the spokesman of
Communist, are struggling with learning how
went up 300 percent, unemployment skyrockvotes were taken before any
the team. I'm a senator just
to live with capitalism and democracy. She eted and the country became chaotic, Fee
candidate received a majority
like everyone else. I've just
said some would like to go back to the old
said She still keeps in touch with friends and
of votes. On the final ballot,
been chosen to be pro-tem,"
ways.
family on a weekly basis. .
.
Bolinder won by two votes
Bolinder said.
.
Under the old Communist system, there
"Now they are free, but they don't know
over Gus.
Part of the job is taking
was almost no unemployment or homelesswhat to do with this freedom, " Fee said. They
Bolinder said he expected
other senators' concerns and
ness; now there is too much. Fee said she
don't have the money to enjoy the freedom. "
the election to be close.
wishes into consideration
, hopes within the next five to 10 years, the
Fee holds a master of arts degree in com"I feel Dan possesses many
when making decisions, he
country will stabilize.
.
parative literature from the University of
of the qualities I do and
said. However, he said he
The countries accepted Communism
Bucharest and will teach a course on the hiswould have made a good prohopes other senators will offer
after the Second World War because it tol}' of Eastern Europe this spring at BSU.
tem..I definitely expected it to ways to cure problems instead
come down to the wire like
of simply pointing them out.
that," Bolinder said
"The biggest thing I'd like
Bolinder,
who
coaches
ski
to
see
people do is to propose
usually uncertain. That will
• Radio continued
dents," Martin said It is often
racing for the Bogus Basin Ski action, rather than just criticizmake it tough to get their
from page 1
difficult under regular drcuming things," Bolinder said.
housing needs met, he said .
stances to gather student opin- Racing Alliance and enjoys
istration," he said. After that
Bolinder's term ends at the
Martin said the universily is
ion, and the open forum for competing in tournament
an audit system, giving people
looking at an apartment pro- . discussion on the radio is a waterskiing, said he hopes to end of spring 1994. He said he
printouts of the classes they
keep the senate a fun unit to
hopes students and senators
ject to meet students' needs.
good idea, he said.
will come to him whenever
• need, is a possibility, Ruch
After the show, Ruch said,"I
Martin also said he was sat- . work in.
said
"I don't think it should be
they need something to be
thought it went well." He said isfied with at least one outRuch also said that comno unexpected questions were come of the discussion. "I was about fun and games. But if done.
"I'd like to create an atmopared to other Idaho universiasked.
pleased President Ruch came you make senate fun to come
to
and
work
in,
a
lot
more
will
sphere
where students and
ties,"W'ecertainly have been
"I think most of the issues
put on the air and said he supgetdone,~.he said.,. ,. .....•... ..senators can.feel b;ee to come ."
growing the Eastest,and we are around growth ... are not Jtelv," , t':itouchtone
registration;;
the youngest. That is.abad
he said. New perceptions .of
sen~~~~oii~~a:=
combination" in trying to get
growth iss ties will help us
"That was the most firm
state dollars. BSU is continualsolve the problems that occw:
commitment I've heard on
ly at least one step behind
"There was a lot of unsotouchtolle registration," he
I.e8dInG SiIf DefenM Product
said
.
because the university has so licited interaction from stumany growing needs, he said
o.
: ::..."'::.'.:"':
"There is a state formula
• ImmedIIleIy StoplI Abcker Up To 1/2 Hour
the
Business
Building.
'
• Ruch continued
which the state uses to accom"We may want to do someRegS24.95
NOW
from
page 1
modate expansion," he said In
thing with the legislative sesTa IncIIidId. No SIH If ordIr.cI ." CIuIIlmaaI Add $2.00 SIH If lll'denId ....
the next year BSU may add 20
sion," he said
The program will explore
Deoember 25, 1l1li3. SInd checIc 01' nlCIIlIIy onIIr liang with your name IIld
faculty, but even that will-not
areas of BSU not usually visi- .
"We may just talk about
~
10:· ... M, UIe., PeIIOllII SecurIly ProduoIa, 2928 Eaton, BoIae ID
prepare BSU for the ever13708. AIow 2 WlIlIb dIIIvwy. Send ".00 for c.I8Iog of praducIa.
ble to the rest of the campus
teaching ....We've already shot
NlmeL._
increasing student population.
and the community at large.
some footage on team teachWe are continually one step
AdcNa'_
"There are a few people ... ing," he said
from being ahead
who always make headlines,"
Lutze said basically anycay,
stabt
2Jp
"Clearly the state is allocatbut .many on campus are worthing involving the BSU caming funds on a formula .... It thy of attention, Lutze said
pus could eventually be a
doesn't help us play the catchtopic on the program.
'
Possible topics include the
up we need to," he said
nursing,raptor
biology and
"I feel anything going on at.
To add to the dilemma of
human rights programs, along
the university is fair game ...
BSU growth, even if BSU had
with' family planning and the We basically want to share our
Mil.H.
its immediate financial needs
new electronic classrooms in resowces with the communily."
met, "There literally is no room
for additional classes on campus," Ruch said. To alleviatethe problem, classes are disbibuted to Nampa and Gowen
california
Free Rescue Ration Snacks
Field, and an increasing numDistrlbutedintho Union by' Student Union & Aclivilies
ber of telecourses are being
Staff slarting at 9:30 pm.lSth, 16tb,19tb, and 20th.
offered
,Unfon& 'I8ble'Rock Cafe Hours
On apartments, Weedon
sportswear
Open
unti12:00am. on 15th through 20th and
said students do not provide
.
'1:00 am. on 18th.
.
"an .attractive market for
Survival
developers" because they are
16th and 20th at 12:45 pm. in the Quad.
for
transient and their incomes are
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Corky Hansen
News Editor
Jane Foraker-Thompson,
BSU
associate professor of criminal justice, will bring U.S: conflict resolution techniques to South Africa this
month as a part of the sixth annual
South African Association
for
Conflict Intervention
meeting in
Durban, South Africa.
Although helping to ease the tension caused by the political, economic and racial unrest felt among
the country's four social classes is a
formidable undertaking, ForakerThompson finds her return to the
country animating.
"I'm excited to go back," she
said,
Foraker-Thompson will combine
the peacemaking skills she acquired
over nine years of teaching Social
Conflict and Peacemaking courses
at BSU with the knowledge of South
African peacemaking strategies she
attained while on sabbatical in 1990.
Foraker-Thompson
spent
six
months conducting research on traditional "conflict resolution methods
in South African black townships.
During her last visit, ForakerThompson was present when the
South African government released
former African National Congress
Leader' Nelson Mandela, who was
arrested in 1962 for leaving the
country without a passport. Over 28
years of imprisonment
failed to
weaken Mandela, who led the ANC
through
the 1950s and 1960s,
Neither did it weaken the cause he

was fighting for.
"Those were pretty. exciting
times," Foraker-Thompson said." .
According to Foraker-Thompson,
"everybody that was pro-democracy" celebrated Mandela's release.
Foraker-Thompson said the. strife
between the ANC and anti-democracy forces is misrepresented by the
U.S. media,
"There's so much misinformation
in our media," she said.
"People try to make it sound like
it's a tribal warfare-type
thing,
which it's not," she said.
Foraker-Thompson also said the
portrayal of the ANC itself, founded
in 1912 to petition for fair treatment
from the South African government,
is also skewed by the U.S. media.
"It really is a political alliance,
not a tribal alliance, and that is really a misinformation," she. said. .
Although apartheid was officially
repealed in 'the 1970s, four-class segregation continues in South Africa.
According to Foraker-Thompson,
\

)'.

7S pen:em ofth~ population is made .Ma~defa'.scause~thefreedom
of
up of blacks, and 10 percent is made
South African blacks from prejuup of "coloreds" and. Indians, leavdice-the
'ANC has felt little
ing 15 percent to Afrikaaner and
progress since the late1940s, When
European whites,
'.
apartheid, or radalsegregadon,
was
Foraker-Thompsen said whites
officially. decreed by the .all-white
receive the best of medical-sodalvSouth
African parliament".
and other support services, followed.
'. Although apartheid. was. offidalby coloreds and Indians. The serly lifted in, the1970s, blacks still.
vices received' by. blacks' is fourthhave never voted in a general elecrate. The effects on. the country are
tion.
.
immense, she said.
Talks surrounding
the Nov. 18
"When you deliberately, give a
approval of an imminent vote on
huge body of people-a fourth-rate
South Africa's first democratic coneducation
.. , it,.
.
stitUtion have led
has tremendou'sWhen:you
deliberto threats of vioe c 0 n.o m ic
.
lence . between',
effects," Foraker~atelygiv.a
huge
ANC members
Thompson said.
,bodY.. of
oP. Ie. a
. .endanti-demoe,
Four million
racy forces. The
whites own 86 fourt,,-rate
ed..-ca-.
vote will take
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f~~.on April 27,

••• it. has

other 14 percentt"mendous
eeeRadical whites
of the land, called nomic'
effects.
and. blacks have
"homelands.I
tc
banded together
18 million blacks.
to fight the new
. Millions
of
_ Jane Foraker- constitu
tion,
blacks have been
which makes the
moved from the
Thompson A' A C I ' s
cities to "squatter
U associate professor December meetcamps" in what
i n g - and
insiders call "one
of criminal justice F'o r a k e r of the biggest
Tho m p son's
mass
deporta,
visit-crucial
to
tions of the 20th century."
the future of the country.
Foraker-Thompson compared the
Foraker-Thompson
was realistic
deportation
of blacks' from their
about her part in. the meeting.
hinds to the deportation of Native
"I know it's going to be a drop
Americans
in North and South
in the ocean, but ..: I'd like to make
America:
some kind of contribution there,"
In spi,teof the support given to. Foraker-Thompson said ..
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Town throws BJC into public arena
In 1939, state adopts
flailing junior college

A look at

its new status.
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Editorial

RlIc,hsu'cce:e.ds
)N.ith open door
We would like to applaud President Ruch
for not only staying true to his. avowed open
do~~ policy, but. a.ctiv.ely.soliciting. stud~nt
0pffilon .and participating m open diSCUSSiOn
on BSUissues.
.
His recent appearance on a KIDO panel
discussion with communication students and
the ASBSUpresident to discuss issues of
growth is just one instance of hiscommitment
to openforum, Next semester he is scheduled
.to host a TV program in which, in his own
words, he gets "to' ask the questions." Not
content' to sir in his office and receive neatly
packaged information, Ruch will be in the
field meeting the people who make up BSU
. land gathering the information he will need to
set priorities for BSU that will benefit the students of here-and-now as wellas the students
, of tomorrow.
, Despite his busy schedule, Ruch makes
time to -talk and listen, whether over the
phoneor in person. He accommodates interviewers, never hesitating to respond to a
,question, even if the answer may be unsavory
to the listener.
He attends student meetings when invited,
listens to concerns brought out in student discussion of BSU issues and asks for the opinions of students.
He creates forums to discuss issues vital to
the future of the university, and he welcomes
student views in those meetings.
President Ruch is a valuable resource to the
BSU community and to students in particular ..
If this open door trend continues, gone are the
days when dedsions came from the top without discussion, when students came in the
university's doors with hopes of making BSU
a place of even higher excellence and left
through those same doors unheard and cynical about "the system."
, '
President Ruch's policy provides a golden
opportunity for students to' truly affect the
future of BSU, to make its registration process
more efficient, to make its policies more
responsive to the needs of a modem student.
His policy provides a challenge to students,
for it depends on interaction if it is to work.
If we care about higher education, we must
take up this challenge, and work with
President Ruch to change BSU for the better.
His doors are open; are you ready?

','·
The 'm:m in the kwer
A: rir'h.t is Withouta.'~

i:P'Odefend himSelf. .

Grunge youth miss out
on what 'flannel means
'.

,

I live on grunge-baby I hiphop block in downtown
Boise. It hurts. It hurts to hear
them, see-them. And it really
pains me to not be able to put
a hoe in their hands to help
them complete their ensemble.
You see, the first time I
saw people wearing longsleeved, plaid, flannel shirts ','
and mutilated dungarees was,
not on MTV or on the Grove
in downtown Boise. I saw this
attire on my grandmother,
my '-~~==mother,
my neighbors
and,
yeah, even in the mirror. Before the alternative music culture decided to make old flannel and work boots their uniform of choice,
these items were worn by people who had
no alternative, no choice.
I guess I have always had a kind of reverence for the clothing that my family and
other migrants wore when they "worked in
the fields." Ilooked at my grunge grandmother with a sense of great respect and
admiration as she loaded the hoes on our
1971, baby blue Ford pickup truck. (I guess
at 4 a.m, it's easy for the eyes to make out a
peasant to be a queen.)
Her flannel meant that she was going to
kick the shit out of some field that day. Her
boots were going to carry her over consecutive miles of dirt in one day and keep her
safe from snakes and scorpions. Her bloodred bandanna's
job was to keep the salty
sweat from burning her eyes and, depending upon the condition of the field, it sometimes stopped the dirt that she disturbed
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with her, hoe, from taking
revenge and invading
her
lungs. Herbig,
baggy dungarees along with her longsleeved shirt kept .the sun's
, rays from doing too much
damage to her skin. This raiment was definitely meant
for folks who ate potato and
bean tacos and drank instant
coffee on the 'edge of a dirt
field. No biscotti or espresso
for this bunch.
Don't
take me wrong,
.....folks. I'm all for living in
America and being free to be
and look however we want. It is comforting
to know that there really isn't a fashion
patrol lying in wait to arrest me for some
fashion crime that I have unknowingly
committed.
MY' point is this: If the intention of the
grungies is to slam the establishment,
to
thumb their noses at the suits and the
superficial-to
align themselves
and
embrace the poor and the basic-why
do
these people become so enveloped in only
the epidermal
aspect of the people they
seem to be "fashioning" themselves after? I
doubt very much that they know much
about the people of the fields beyond their
utilitarian wardrobe.
I guess I should be patient,. though.
Perhaps this grunge fashion craze is just the
beginning for field workers? Today it's their
clothes. Who knows? Maybe tomorrow, the
people who originally
donned the plaid
flannel and the boots will eventually
be
deemed as hip as their clothes. Maybe.
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Opinion

A font
.When.we by to pick out any- .
thing by Itself, we find it hitched to
everything else in the universe.
John Muir

..

It is only in the most recent, and

brief, period of their tenure that
. human beings have developed in
sufficient numbers, and acquired
enough power, to become one of
the most potentially dangerous .
organisms that the planet has ever
hosted.
John McHale
We travel together, passengers
?n a little spaceship, dependent on
Its vulnerable resources of air,
water and soil ... preserved from
annihilation only by the care, the
workand the love we give our
fragile craft.
Adlai Stevenson

•
We found our house:-theplanet-with drinkable, potable water,
with good soil to grow food, with
clean air to breathe. We at least
must leave it in as good a shape as
we found it, if not better.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson

0'

enviro-mental wisdom

by Jon Knapp

Sir Francis Bacon

•

•

The most important fact of all is
not that people are dying of
hunger, but that people are dying
unnecessarily. ... We have the
resources to end it; we have the
proven solutions for ending it; ...
What is missing is the commitment.
The Hunger Project

If we love our children, we must
love the earth with tender care and
pass it on, diverse and beautiful, so "
that on a warm spring day 10,000
years hence they can feel peace in a
sea of grass, can watch a bee visit a
flower, can hear a sandpiper call in
the sky and can find joy in being
alive.
HughIltis

We abuse land because we view
it as a commodity belonging to us.
When we see land as a community
to which we belong, we may begin
to use it with love and respect.
• Aldo Leopold
.

It is the responsibility of all who
are alive today to accept the
.
trusteeship of wildlife and to hand
on to posterity, as a source of wonder and interest, knowledge and
enjoyment, the entire wealth of
diverse animals and plants. This
generation has no right by selfishness, wanton or intentional
destruction or neglect to rob future
generations of this rich heritage. .
Extermination of other creatures is
a disgrace tohumankind.
World Wildlife Charter

.Forests precede civilizations,

deserts follow them.
Prancois-Rene de Chateaubtiand
Waste is a human concept. In
nature, nothing is wasted.
Denis Hayes
A weed is a plant whose virtues
have not yet been discovered.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

We cannot command nature
except by obeying her.

A complete restructuring of our
nearsighted economic thinking is
necessary. We consider it an error
to believe that our current wasteful
economy is furthering happiness
and life fulfillment. Just the opposite occurs: people are becoming
more harried and less free. Only to
the extent that we free ourselves
from overrating the material standard of living, that we again IIU1ke
self-realization possible and realize
once more the limits of our own
natures, will our creative powers
be able to free themselves to form
life anew on an ecological basis.
Federal Program of the (formerly
West) GI!1WQ/1Green Party·
.

.

What is the use of a house if you
don't have a decent planet to put it
on?
.
Hell1Y
David
Thoreau
.

F
r

Merry
Solstice.
Jon
Knapp et al

·0

D1c::s:~='

Kids' books miss heart of lesson
.

My uncle (who is a homosexual)
and I were jogging back and forth
between the CHIlDREN'S and the
GAY/LESBIAN sections of a large
, l'0r~and bookstore. I was tryingto
strategically s.~ashchi1dien's Bible
story books throughout the
GAY/LESBIAN section. My uncle,
of course, was just as rapidly
removing the Bible books
(although he overlooked one), and
we were both laughing so hard we
could barely breathe (we.have a '
somewhat twisted sense of humor
when we're together). And that's
when I noticed them ...
A myriad of children's books on
the environment. I couldn't believe
it. There were environmental popup books, rain forest books, talking
environmentalist animal books and
even a cartoon book on the ozone
layer. I was surrounded by liberaldemocrat,propagandist, carl

by Delmar Stone
saganite, algore, cartoon creatures.
It was horrifying.
. .'They were ~~acQingthe wildest;
!insarie'liesas tnith.DiabOlical ""
themes filled the pressed trees, .
.such as: Humans are not as moral
as animals; humans should worship Mother Earth; and the earth is
too little for humans to continue
multiplying. I wanted to get out
my construction paper, pack of
markets and glue and start making
a children's book right then and
there that told the truth about each
environmental issue raised.
I wanted to remind my little
readers that humans are the most
intelligent creatures on earth. We
possess a spirit as well as a soul
and because of that we are capable
of the highest morality and the
lowest morality. I wanted to tell

them, "TIlE EARTH IS NOT GOD.
It is a creation just like us!"
We-human beings-c-are God's
crowning achievement, not this
.. planet. We are eternal beings; our
plan~t'is noC"
..
I would proclaim to them that
theyare wanted in this world and,
there is plenty of room for us to
multiply. The problem is not overcrowding; it is a lack of love for
God and our neighbor. Love feeds
the starving, builds shelter and
provides friendship. Love finds a
way to make things work-no matter what.
Then I noticed that there were a
few books teaching these truths on
the environment. They were just as
big, just as colorful, and yet they
were filled with the truth. There
was one, prominently displayed,
about the greatest environmentalist
who ever lived. It was called
L

Noah's Ark
. and the
Great Flood.

lttold the
storyofa
mimaridhis
~ywho
saved every
animal life form from extinction by
a natural disaster. It demonstrated
the Great Environmental Ethos:
Humans who loved God more 'than.
anything or anyone else and were
compelled by that love to go
through great lengths to protect all
the creatures of the earth and to
nurture and cultivate the land back
to beauty and usefulness.
It was a fascinating story. I
would recommend it for any of
you who are interested in the environment. 'The university edition is
in the Holy Bible, Genesis chapters
6-9.

Senate Bill #7, and should now reverse that
'Diversity' could crowd
decision and give them, the Morrison CenteJ;
Dear
Editor:
Dear EditOJ;
back their permanent polling status.
The second message goes from the stuIn response to the article 'WICHE Project
I wanted to thank Jack Alotto and each of
dents to the Election Board. The election of
Urges
Racial Diversity" in the [November 16)
the IJA Productions' board members for makDan Gus, who came in second highest with
issue ofTIiE ARBITER I submit the following I]A events accessible to BSU students by
ten percent (10%) of the vote, as a WJ:ite-in
ing.
, offering the 50% discount priced to them on
candidate, says that "We the students are tired
the day of each performance. Jack's support
of petty power plays." The exact information
We can't even provide enough sections of
and advice to the Student Programs Board
given out in the Election Board's mandntmy
English 101 or 102 to provide for the populaperfonniitg arts series has been of great help
meeting was provided to each candidate in an
tion as a whole and now we are going to
in the past. N~ Jack's recent action to diselection packet. The students have also shown
make it even more frustrating trying to get
count the walk-up ticket price to the BSU stuthey will not tolerate the election board trying
into a class on ethnic and cultural ~versity.
dents should not go without recognition.
to intimidate candidates into removing camWhy don't we concentrate on teaching the
paign posters. The ASBSU Judiciary should
really important things here at BSU like
Gregoay L Blaesing, , not walk away from this unscathed; after aD,
mathematics, English, economics, and sciDirectoJ; Student Union and Student
they did uphold the Elections Board's decience, etc. Maybe if we want true diversity, we
, Activities
sion to remove Dan Gus from the ballot.
. could explore diversity on the intellectua1
Ifthis type of pettybui'eau~
toOk pIKe
side.
" ,
'.
on any other leveI. there would be a tumulElection. sends signals
': I strongly oppose the additionof a core
tuous oUlay from thedtizenJy demanding
required class on ethnic and cultural diversiDear EditoJ;
I
the heads of~
brazen enough to
ty. Let's berea\, when people end up spendsuch personal pOWer. As it Is,this is Jrierely .
ing more time getting through school due to
Boise State University-the training ground
this new requirement, trust me, an increased
for tomonOW's leaders. One can only hope
appreciation for those of the minority status
that the5eresppllsible individuals will s0mewill be the furthest thing from their mind.
day ~fu,re and become ProduCtive members
I sborigty feel that this notimof" diversiOf a greater society.'
.
ty.'. has bealme far more fashionable than
ftIndiMaJ. The idea that each shouIdremem~(;uvjn
'ber their rooIs is~~
gi'and. But, the

Thanks torlJA's discount

o

political correctness of this 50 called diversity
issue is indeed causing further separation
and segregation amongst ourselves.
H we are to encourage progress and discourage racism, wemust remember that we
are all Americans and that we are all human
beings, not blacks, whites, Latinos, Asians or
Native Americans, or African-Americans.
The 50 called minorities in this counby are .
not being done any favors when the multiculturalist crowd fon:es their attitudinal segregation from mainstream society. The politics of
cultural pride are actuaI1y the politics of
alienation, in a different uniform.

Jade Millington

Correction
A lettersubmi~ted

assume

by Kelly

Griffith which ran in the Nov.

23 issue o.f:TheArbiter,
containeda typographical
error.
There is federal child care available for 5-100 percent of child
care costs, not 5-10 percent as
printed.
The Arfnler regrets the error.
i
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Feature
although during World War
II military trainers occasion. ally landed on what was left
of the runway- disrupting
.classes and causing general
excitement.
. The year 1939 sawall of
the pieces that led to the
making of BSU-the lack of'
anyone of which could have
meant
the
college's
demise--come
together, if
almost by accident.
- The junior college bill
was crucial in not only rescuing Boise Junior College,
Inc. from its financial straits,
but in generating the public

ceased to be used as a junior
college, the land and all of
the improvements
made on
only drawback-was that the
it would be reverted to the
federal government
also
city.
.
thought
the land ideally
BJC immediately accepted the offer and a $260,OOQ
located
and beautifully
wooded ... and owned it.
bond was voted
on in
The college had no chance to . November of 1939 for the
acquire the land, especially
purpose of constructing an
since Washington, D.C. had
administration
building, a
plans to build a federal
heating plant and a tempooffice building on the site,
rary gymnasium on the new
the latest version of which
property. The bond passed,
still operates in the same
.again by a landslide,
and
location today.
.
ground
was broken
in.
The second option was
March of 1940. A steam
the land near the Idaho
shovel was used in the cereSoldier's
Home, but this
mony instead of an ordinary
location was only considspade to symbolize the haste
ered half-heartedly, and diswith which the construction
counted quickly. The city
needed to be completed. The
maintainedowne~ropoffue
buildings were opened by
land and, after the Soldier's
the fall of 1940. That began
Home was demolished,
the current
era of BSU,
Veteran's Park was developed.'
Finally the airport became
the leading option and soon
The Best In Town/
proved the most practical,
both for location and availi-,j
ability. United Airlines was
~ ,'abandoning Booth Field in
favor of Whitney Field (now
Gowen
Field).
United's.
~.
move was completed in 1939
UUAT •
and Booth Field, a white elePLACE Tt;) WORKIII
phant in the care of the city,
*Part-tlmeelfflnlngs
became unoccupied.
* Work close to home
In the fall of 1939 the
*Above average earnings
Boise City Council gave the
* Excepffonal advancement
land to the college. The offer,
opportunities
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
however, contained several
conditions. The most imporBuilding Mainlenance Wilh Pride
tant was that if the site ever

-BJCcontlnued
trompage4

Earn College
Credits
At Home!

support.needed
the school.

move
to
Whitney Fiefdvacated
an
ideal segment
of public
property within a year of the
School's need to move.
- The
Episcopalian
Church established it nursing school at St. Luke's and
'declined
to renew' BJC's
lease, which spurred every;'
one to quick and decisive
action.
The most important element in themaking of BSU,
however, .was. the over·
whelming 'supportof the

Both Required
and Elective .
Courses!

f!lJ IA f6 .U lr W ©

N. WHITLEY DR.

FRUITLAND,

10.

SUITE

'OF

BOISE
. 342-1898

All Help Is FREE and

CONFIDENTIAL
. .
Open

oe'tt.T....

Evwqs & SII.

on specific

grade require IS h6Ufi~ifn-compUJdiscussion

groupsjocusing

:i~}1~'1;'

toPiCs.

Ptu!/f'tti1,tjlicounes.
OUT OF mE PAST - AN299. S~hotV
archaeology and anthropology interact.
Wed. 6:45-7:45 am.
.;';';:

:::::ZG:':'~:~~;~~00.~gesa

For. More Info
C 11BSU

proactive stancet~rd

maimaining

GROWING OW IN~f!J!t~gB~
N,u299, An incisive look at all aspects 0/ growing
older. Sal. 2:06-3:00 pm. .
EAJim REVEALED - 60299, A. comprehensive study 0/ the Earth's physical
processes and properties. JUtS. 6:45-7:45 am.

a

Continuing Ed.
.

TELECOURSES BEGIN mE

1M fP> lW lr ~ 00 !MJ~@

WEEK OF JANUARY 17.

~

486DX33MHz

. . .. . . . . . . . .

5

83619

1-800-82-DISYS (34797)
(208)452-4458FAX

8IRnRGHT

'
rs child development

~~::=::=~

DISYS, INC.
1515

end
.Need. Help?

BSU Continuing Education In
Cooperation With KAlD - Clumnel 4
.
Presents•••

If.0~:'~~~-;::=

TELECOURSE
TELECOURSE
'ELECOURSE

@

.. ·······1
•

9:06-11:00 am.
TIME TO GROW- PZ99. (PIF) 0/ PZII
from birth through adoleicenCe. .

336·7731

@

......
Pregnant

,: ...•

Telecoum! AWIiltJble For PtU,IFail or utter GradeDESTINOS II: AN lN7'IlO TO SPANISH - S299 (PIF) or S102 (Utter Grade)--, The
second semester o/a twO-mnester Spanish Telecourse. Sal. 11:60-12:00 pm.
DEAliNG WlmDlVBRSlTY
- S0299 (PIF) or S0230 (Utter Grade)--, This
program explores the soCial interaction between individuals and groups ofpeopl«. Sal.
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.expansion.,
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386sx33 MHz

-Mini Tower
-128K Cache memory
-4MBRAM
-130 MB Hard Drive
-1.44 MB 3 In" floppy drive
-1.2 MB 5 1/4" noppy drive
-16 Bit IDE controller card
-SVGA Graphics Card wll MB
16 Bitl024x768
resolution
-14" .28mm dot pitch non-interlaced color monitor
(1024x768)
-2 serial,l parallel, 1 game port
-101 key enhanced keyboard
-Mouse wI software
-Surge protector

$l1~~~~Q(I)(I)

............

Includes MS/DOS 6.0 & Windows 3.1 installed I

-Mini Tower
-2MB RAM
-80 MB Hard Drive
-Choice of 1.44 MB
3 1/2" floppy drive or
1.2 MB 51/4~' floppy drive
-16 Bit IDE controller card
-512 RAM SVGA Graphics card
-2 serial, 1 parallel, 1 game port
-101 key enhanced keyboard

486D~50MHz

We also carry The 486DX 66 MHz!

...... ... ~.....

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

,'

-Full tower.with cooling fanlheat sink on chip
-All INTEL
-VESA local bus 24 Bit
-4MBRAM
. -256KCache memory
'·245 MB hard drive
-1.44 MB 3 112." floppy drive
-1.2 MB 51/4" floppy drive
-32 Bit IDE controller card
.-SVGA Graphics card ..;" 1MB
-16.1 million Colors
-1280xl024 resOlution'
-.28mm dot pitch no~·interlaced color monitor
, . (1024x768)
-2 serial, l' parallel, 1 game port
-101 key enhanced keyboard
-~ouse with software

Options

-Internal CD· ROM drive (3S0ms)with Soundblaster Pro and MPC
external speakers
-CD·ROM Pack with Multimedia Encyclopedia
$425
-Internal send/receive fax/Modem (14.4 baud fax, 14.4 baud
modem)
$199
- Colorado Memory 250 MB internal tape backup
. .
$199
•.
.'
- Logilech Trackball '

'$({)~~o~ .

$75

Printers and Software available

Custo~. ~ontigurations alsoavaDable
.
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~~ Wl~ .~&\\Yl~ ..~~ \Yl~ .®J~ \Yl~
Finally, .an alternative to the Bookstore'

IE3ook· JExchange
,
l

for

nt:

The J]3JE~1t, way to get your books!·TM
Brought

to you by' the, Associated

University 'and

the

Students

Communication

of Boise State

Students

Organization

mllmt

database so those
who are looking for books can' find .out if you have the book they need. You can
potentially
sell your book for more, than the buyback price that' the Boise State
Bookstore would give you for it.
'
If you have books to sell, have the Information entered Into the

If you are looking for book. for the Spring 1993 Semester,

database
'. a -"

book'

and

see

if

someone

Cor' le'ss'lhali'iheBstt

is seiling, the

book

CO""

you need.
prfc:e~

'lIookstore" 'uiel ,,,book'"

and check out the lB1&St

You

can

potentially

buy

'*Save Money, Effort and Wasted Time.
*Help other ,Students get books they need.
*Stop 'at ASBSU in the SUB for more info.
~~.~ftl
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Mixing business with pleasure
that the customer comes
first.
The restaurant draws a
pretty steady crowd dur-:
ingits lunch hours, which
are Mon. through Fri. from
11:30 a.m, to 1 p.m.
Manly Slough, head of the
.Melanie Delon-Johnson
Hickman said some of the
,Culinary
Arts 'program,
Culture Editor
biggest success entrees are
~the students are in charge
Beef Wellington, steak and
of everything. "Anything
prawns and other dishes
on the menu is made from
which would be costly
scratch," he said ..
Chef Vernon Hickman,
elsewhere.
one of the four Culinary
The sandwiches usually
nee in awhile
Arts instructors, said this
cost $3.50 and they include
it's nice to
eatery is known for its
your choice of french fries
find the treasures hidden
variety of offerings and
or a vegetable, soup arid
in your own backyard.
for such familiar standbys
rolls. The entrees cost anyOne of BSU's is the
as chili and Hill House
where from $3.75 to $6.50
Culinary Arts restaurant.
cinnamon rolls, 'which the
and come with a salad,
If you want a great sitdown lunch and don't feel students prepare over 150
soup and baked goods.
dozen at a time.
'
Slough
stressed
the
like burning a hole in your
Slough said they" alterrestaurant's intent was not
pocket or compromising
nate the menu week to
to be "competitive
with
quality, you must try this
week." Consequently, cusindustry." The restaurant
laboratory
for student
tomers always have a
operates on a cost-recovchefs and servers.
fresh choice. It also serves
ery basis, which means
The restaurant is locatas an "outlet for items
ed on University Drive,
that every dollar charged
[taught)" in the' classes.
across the street from the
goes to cover the costs and
~-' Technology Building parkCulinary Arts students
not to generate profits. The
earn a two-year associate
ing lot. It operates like a
restaurant
also relies on .
regular
commercial
of applied science degree
word of mouth, not adverrestaurant.
When you
with an emphasis
in
tising, to make its presence
walk in the double glass
Culinary Arts. Students
known.
,'"
doors, the dining area is are able to gain first-hand
One of the ideas Slough
off to the right. Students
experience
through the
said the department was
.. \'~ serve as waitpeople seat
restaurant
and
the
considering for the future
you .
Culinary Arts Catering
is establishing.a soup and
. You are presented with
Department.
sandwich section for those
a glass of water and a
They are able to hone
who don't have a lot of
menu including entrees,
their skills further through
time at lunch.
A·Culinary Arts Instructor prepares·a cake as
soups, salads and sanda theme
buffet
on
The restaurant
has no
part ollhe department's catering efforts.
wiches. The atmosphere is Wednesdays
which fea. name and they don't want .
pleasant, and so is the dintures
anything
from
to adopt one, according to
ing area, which comes
Oriental dishes to French .is special
because
it 'do everything from waitSlough. They are open for
complete with a roving
entrees.
emphasizes the classic 14~ ing tables and cooking to
business through the week
dessert cart and fresh
Slough .saidthe
BSU course dinner and teaches
purchasing .and receiving.
and welcome everyone,
flowers on the table.
Culinary Arts program is Culinary French .. '
.
He said one of the biggest
from students to the genAccording
to Chef
the only one in Idaho and
Slough said the students
lessons students learn is eral public.

Culinary Arts restaurant.
offers treats, training

o

It's the Family that holds film togeth~r
.

David M. Augello
Staff Writer
ADDAMS FAMILY
VALUES

5 MILE PLAZA
RatedPG-13

\10:'.

The laughs grow few
and far between well into
Addams Family Values, but
the family itself remains
affable and warm.
.The lasting appeal of the
dan, which developed
when they first appeared
in Charles Addams', New
Yorker magazine comi~ and
then 'in a television show.
in the 19605, mustbe.the
factwe .like these characters. Their obsessiori;with·
death· is hardly a ma~e\!rat

aU~

.

1',;'.;'

to ,1991's
Addams Family has Pester,
The sequel

.

played by Christopher
want to bother with the
with high-spirttedness.
CARLITO'S WAY
Lloyd, falling pr~y to a hassle of making the kid
Both embody qualities.
TOWNE SQU~RE
scheming
nanny, Joan
the movie's centerpiece.
expected for life to be lived
CINEMAS
Cusack, intent on killing
Still, cute kid.
at its fullest. The feelings
RatedR
him and inheriting his con- .
The running gag of the
which radiate are infecsiderable fortune.
Addams
Family
has
tious.
Glossy production val ..
Christina
Ricci, who
always been their vigorous
Barry Sonnenfeld, cineues and Director Brian
plays Wednesday,
and
acceptance of.all which is. matographer
for When
DePalma's child-like fasciPugsley, played by Jimmy
twisted. 'But the joke' ran
Harry Met Sally andvarination with the camera
Workman, are sent off to thin in the first feature film ous Joel and Ethan Coen .' betray Carlito's seedier elesummer camp where they
and
the
seams
are
movies, made his directing
ments. As the title characfall victims tocheer-addictstretched and brokenbere.
debut • with
the' first
ter, Al Pacino shows heart
ed counselors and brownThe over-zealous camp
Addams Family.
and: weary. wisdom in
nosing peers. Gomei and
counselors grow tiring,
Here he seems to have . another. of· the 'actor's
Morticia, played by Raul
too. Initially,· the family's
gamed a sure hold on the
kinetic performances.
Julia and Anjelica Huston,
extreme strangeness is an atmosphere appropriate to
In the film, he is kept
are still caught in Twilight
exhilarating
breeze, but
a mix of the macabre and' from leadinga crime-free
Zone love.
.'
overacting and one-dimencomedy.' Sti1l~thepace
life.by those withwhombe
A. newcomer
on the
si~nal'mentalities can only
lagsinthe'mid-s(!ction,
a oncede~tdrugs.
Carlito's
scene is babyPubert, born
carry so manY'scenes. ,'. '..
dea~ly occ9r~ence
for
Wayi&1ikeacousm' to the.
with a trimmed mustache. .•.. - .Stealiilg;~c!practi~lly
.• -comedY;--">,<'.···'.,·.·
DePalm~IPacin(f.col1aboIt's a great idea, but.the'::_saving,
thefihn'arejulia...
,When the light'S rise and·rationin1983'sSCarf~.,
parfseems. un~erwritt~n;':,'alld.J:,;I?y.d/
~,~th:embrac::e th~ .·,:yawns .. ,h~v-e· be~n ·,:/.Thisla~est.is.teclulica1ly
Babies mean .nme dur1Dg<.thelVackines~at
thelteart' .sawned, however, we will . more,:ii\\~imtiveand,'fea"'
filmingand.the
makers of . ·ofthe, Ad~ams.£amUY.ilD~:. stllllike the Addams famitures ~ fine p.~rformance
. Values pfobably. didn~t
spice,uptheproct!edings.';,ly.,,:
} .C.<:,
. '.• :' '.~,' . '&O~ PenelojJeAnn MilleJt..,,
;.. ,.:, .• "
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Culture

Gallery features works by Warhol
Boiseansdiscover true pop art

Icons dominate themes

Ted W. Anderson
StaffWriter

I remembered what truly rent president, Ronald
,Sean Lee Brandt
, so Reagan, Wl, ithout wrinkles
made Warhol's art
Staff Wn'ter
magnifi cent. Sure the silk- in a wrinkle-proof Van
Having
idolized
screen portraits were
Heusen Shirt.
The works of an icon of
Andrew Warhola, better
y
ex.trethmelVlA'vid!U'd
fillbed hAlso 011 display was a
American pop society made a
known as Andy Warhol, what
Wl
pure
ut Wi
p oto~a,
brief stop in Boise last week. A
'mademencana,
Warhol so
h ' fchportfolio by
for the past five years, I famous was his ability to
ard 0 s ong-timefriend
hi'
h
co11ecti' on 0f wor ks by teate,'
was struck with awe .
an
p otographer
great Andy Warh 1
0 were prewhen I heard that a collec- draw a diverse crowd to Christopher Makos. The'
his
shows.
photographs of, Andy
sented by IJAProductions in the
tion of his works were
around
Warhol with sev8th Street Marketplace gallery.
going to be in a gallery in Looking
I saw a man
'I
The focus of the presentation
Boise. Having seen some with blue and
.
era 'pop
was th e commentary on cul tur al
of his earlier works
white hair, a
icons or symbols which Warhol
including the Campbell's
couple who
made prints of, adding his
Soup Cans and the Mao . brought their
artistic imprespaintings, I couldn't wait child and a
s ion s
to enter the 8th Street , very vocal
and
a
Marketplace Gallery and
patron of
p hot 0
, discover once again the
the arts.
history of
tme meaning of pop culThe
the artist.
ture.
portraits
The photos
Although
I was
dis
_
were black
extremely excited about
and white
the collection,I did have a' played
.
w
ere
8'h
8
pic
t u res
few hesitations before
' .... , a.
taken
by
entering the door with my fro m
"IIal'k
Warhol's close
date for the evening. The four portfolios:
Ten
h
f r i end,
prints on display were
08'8
~e.:
Christopher
from his later works in the Portraits of Jews of the,
ooL
Twentieth Century (1980), Icons
Makos.
'80s. During this time
161,.
Myths (1981),Endangered provide a great.
Hatie,
The 39 photos
period, Warhol's artwork
(originally 40, but
primarily consisted of Species (1983) and Ads look at an artist who
(1985).They were a great was also a superstar.
one was destroyed in trancommissioned
silkcross
section
of
his
works
I
enjoyed
the
Warhol
sit
to
another city) were of
screens from various
during the 1980s. I have exhibit. The, paintings
Warhol with various celebrities,
celebrities, corporations
always admired Warhol's were good, the phoas well as by himself in settings
and other society figures.
tographs were.amazing
. around the globe.
The money he receiv,ed silk-screening abilities
The strength of the photo disfrom these commissioned and his use of sensational- and the atmosphere was
play was the portrayal of the
portraits was used to keep ly bright colors. He made in the spirit of Warhol.
his subjects look better
Boise is extremely lucky
subject by the photographer.
his magazine, Interview,
thap real life by ~moving
to have had such an
. Warhol's characteristic out there
from going bankrupt.
wnnkles,:blemishesand
exhibit, which would;l1e ' .. expressio{l(an expression which.
This trend of commisother imperfections, creat- usually reserved fur
so accurately portrays Wamol's
sioned prints and portfo- .ing an unobtainable larger cities. I am sure if,'
constant drive to see his artistic'
lios continued until his
"superstar" image.
Warhol were looking
views embodied in the world
death from complications
Warhol used this tech- down at the exhibit he
around him) was present in each
after gallstone surgery in
nique for humor in his would be pleased that his
of the photographs. Also present
1987.
Van Heusen advertiseart is accessible to the
was the aging of the artist, the
I was not disappointed,
ment from the Ads port- masses, a major goal he
toll that time took on this sensihowever, afterI paid my
folio.
It depicted the curalways
had.
tive individual.
$3 and entered the gallery.
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UrgeIt llbrIry ~ InlonnIlIon In U.S.
19,1711 TIN'ICS • ALL SUBJECTS
Order catalOg Today wilh Visa I MC or COD

~800·351·0222

Or. rust! $2.0010: Resurch InforllllUOn

11322 Idaho Ave. 'lOO-A. Los Angeles, CA 90025

1"'_--"
RESUMES

$15-$30
CompoSed. Laser. 7Ypeset
10% off With Ad

Ili1 ..Di19Y.S.ervIce
••• Ili34463.I170...

UTWOVfRY

ENTHU~~5TIC
THUMBSU~!'.~
Simply one of the
~(s best Rims.SISKEI. & EI8lf '

Klt5IG Of THe

.. 171Itt

The works of Warhol were 32
Ph otos 0f cu Itura 1 icons upon
w hiICh War h 01 h a d superimposed various colors and shades
and outlines that brought forth
his view of the objects that our . ,,'
sooety seeme d to h 0ld so d'ear.
The focus was on art which
Warhol created around popular
symbols.
.
. Those of you familiar with
MTV wouild sure 1y have recognized Warhol's painting of the
lunar landing, the astronaut
holding the U.S. flag, upon
which Warhol had superimposed a myriad variety of colors.
The Volkswagen' Beetle,
Mickey Mouse, a Van Heusen
shirt ad with Ronald Reagan
and a James Dean promotional
poster from Japan were all subjects to Warhol's roaming brush, ..
as was he himself, in a self-portrait.
Warhol also examined sociely's preoccupation with endangered animals in eight prints. A
tree frog, a bald eagle, a
rhinoceros and a butterfly were
just a few of the animals which
Warhol brought his magical
touch to,
Various celebrities were also
immortalized
by Warhol's
brush. Sarah Bernhardt, The
Marx
Brothers,
George
Gershwin and Martin Buber
were all done in various shades
. of color, as well as superim- -":,"",'
posed graphics on the photos. of
the individuals.' ',' .
To thbseof you who missed
the celebrated works of the
"King of Pop Art," I can only
say, you missed the opportunity
to explore a man who had
become the very focus of his ~.,
works---a modem pop icon.
c'
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Music
Blues Bouquet 345-6605. 1010
Main. Doors open Man-Sat, 9
p.m.-2 a.m, Tue-Sat music by the
Hoochie Coochie Men at 8:30p.m.,
Tue--Thu and 9 p.m. Fri & Sat.
The Cactus Bar 342-9732. 517
W. Main, Doors open at 9 p.m.
Ages 21 and over. Mon and Thu
are open mike nights.
',""1'

Crazy Horse 384-9330.1519W.

Main. All ages welcome. All events
cost $5 at the door. Dec 10: The
Furball, sponsored by BSU Voice
for Animals. Dec. 11: Splinter, Big
Mudd Wagon and Godzounds.
Grainey's Basement 345-2955.
107 S. 6th. Open 8:30 p.m.-2 a.m,
Ages 21 and over. Dec. 8-11: Felt
Neighbor,
Hannah's 345-7557.621 W.
Main. Doors open at 3 p.m. on
weekdays, 5 p.m. weekends. Ages
21 and over. Tue nights: Suicide
Clutch. Wed-Sat: Rocci and The
Agents.

"J

Koffee Klatsch 345-0452.409 S.
8th. 18 and over after 9 p.m. No
cover charge. All shows begin at 9
p.m. Dec. 9: Acoustic trio River.
Dec 10: Original music by Bill
Coffey and Gary Newcomb. Dec.
11: Folk music by Rebecca Scott.
Lock, Stock N' Barrel 385-,
9060. 4705 Emerald. Open 8
p.m.-midnight. Ages 21 and over.
Sun night: bluegrass music.
Tue--Sat: Tauge & Faulkner.

{'-.

Neurolux 343-0886.111N. 11th
St. Ages 21 and over. Doors open at
9 p.m. Mon-Sat. Cover charges
vary. live DJ's every night. Dec. 7:
Idaho and Boneflower, Dec. 8: el
dopamine, Psyop and Godzounds.
Dec. 9: D] TImothy Timm, Dec. 10:
DJ Jesse hosts Human Rights
Celebration from 6:30 to 8:30.
Refreshments will be served, and a
donation of $15 is suggested. Dec.
11: King Pancake. Dec. 13: Poetry
Slam from 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Dec.

14: The Cherry Poppin' Daddys
.and Red-footed Genius.
Tom Grainey's345-2505. 109 S.
6th. Open 9:30 p.m.-2 a.m. Ages 21
and over. Sun nights feature rock
'n' roll with Boi Howdy. Mon night
is blues night with Chicken
Cordon Blues. Tue night is jazz
night featuring Opus Pocus from
8:30 p.m. to close. Dec. 8-11:
Whipp~g Boy.

Concerts
USU
Brass
Ensemble
Christmas Concert 385-3980. The
show will feature the BSU
¥eistersingers
and Chamber
Singers, the University Singers and
Wom~n's Chorale, harpist Carolyn
Sekela, percussionist April
Brobst
and
the
University
Brass
Ensemble.
Admission
is
free, donations
requested. The
performance
will begin at
7:30 p.m. on
Dec. 7 in St.
Michael's
Episcopal
Cathedral at
State and Eighth
streets.
Handel's Messiah 3447901. Presented by the Boise
Master Chorale. Tickets cost $10
adults and $8.50 for seniors and
students at Select-a-Seat. The
concert begins at 7:30 p.m. on Dec.
14 at the First United Methodist
Church at 1110W. Franklin.
Old Boise
Guitar
Co.
Performance Series 344-7600.'
Sponsored bythe OldBoiseGuitar·.
Co. Tickets cost $7 in advance, $8 at
the door and $5 for children under
12. All concerts begin at 7:30 p.!",
Dec. 7: Corl Connors with Merlyn'
Schofield. Dec. 14:Pinto Bennett.

of Music; All student recitals are
free. Performances are held in the
. Morrison Center Recital Hall. Dec
7: Senior recital by saxophonist
Scott Turpen at 7:30 p.m, Dec. 12:
Senior recital by electric gOitarist
Brad Nelson at4 p.m. ,

I,

Student Programs
Board (SPB)

A Christmas Carol 336-9221.
Presented
by
the
Idaho
Shakespeare Festival. Tickets cost
$16 and $18, with a $2 discount for
students, seniors and Statesman .
.extra cardholders. The performance
will begin at 8 p.m. Dec. 9-11,and a
matinee will begin at 2 p.m. on Dec.
11 in the Morrison Center.
'

Story.
Hypnotist Jerry Harris 3853655. Sponsored by SPB and SAC
Finals Relief.Tickets cost $4 general
admission, $2 for BSU faculty and
staff and $1 or a donation of canned
goods. for BSU students. The
program begins at 8 p.m. in the
Special Events Center on Dec. 14.

'.,

\

•

..............................

~Repair Your .~
~Birkenstocks
..·
.~.
: Don't throw away your
: Birkenstocks.

We have

: the knowledge and

Misc.
Human
Rights'
Day
Celebration 385-1677. Sponsored
by BSU Voices for Human Rights.
Admission to all events is free with

::
:.
~

experienfil/Peto
make them
good as
new.
:..

."

.: :

:

Rosendahl Shoe Service

::

i:

•

In the Crcstlin Plaza
Comer of Curtis and Franklin

:

343-4242

I:

.
,

Student Recitals 385-3980.
Sponsored by the BSUDepartment

to custom

srent)OUr

faIDrite

lotion or oil.

TOTAL
VALUE

28000
19500
.11500
2500

1500

Wrap
your6elt

In
Style

E~cro~tJ~~{\~

123 N. 21111• BOISE • OPEN EVERY DAY

1-800-750-6457
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.Hasting~BCloks~MusicandVideo has a new
locatiC)it:attheinterst!~t~()n of Apple & Boise

.

PEDERSEN'S

.,..

. :Avenue

V.

I:

·.............................. ~:..

lragranCffi

SKIS. - ROSSIGNOL
BOOTS. -.·DOLOMITE
BINDINGS - MARKER
.POLES ..... SCOTT
MOUNTING

:

:

Recitals

Escentlal carries the nnestln natural
body care p'roducls and fragrances.
Our entire line Is biodegradable and
contains naturally derived Ingredients
that haven't been tested on animals.
Call for a free brochure today!

~'

Compiled by Culture Editor
Melanie Delon-Iohnson,

Japanese Film Festival 3853655. Sponsored by the Films
Committee. Admission is free. The
festival will begin at 8 p.m. in the
SUB Quiet Listening Lounge on
Dec. 8, 9 and 11.The films featured
will be And Then, Unholy Desire,
The Ghost" of April, Aiko Sweet
Sixteen and Suzaki Paradise:' Red
Signal.

Festival of Ceramics
385-3205. Located in
Liberal Arts Gallery I.
Sponsored by the BSU Art
Department. Admission is free.
Gallery hours are 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
The show and sale will feature
work by 25 BSU faculty, student
and alumni artists. The display will
run Dec. 11-13.

: '

ReadlDg by Gary Gildner 3364936. Sponsored by the BSU
English department,.BSU College
of Arts and Sciences, the Snake
River Writers, the Boise City Arts
Commission
and the Idaho
·Commission on the Arts. A $2
donation will be accepted at the
door. The poet, novelist and nonfiction writer will begin reading at
. 7:30 p.m. in the SUB Lookout
Room on Dec. 8.
'

Christmas Film Series 3853655. Sponsored by the Films
Committee. Tickets cost $2 general
admission, $1 BSU faculty and 'staff
arid free to students. The films will
begin at 7 p.m. in the SUB on DeC
10. The films featured will be
Christmas VaQltion and A Christmas

is' Near 342-6859.
Presented
by the
Tibetan Community
of Boise. Tickets
cost $10 'It Selecta-Seat:
The
presentation of
Tibetan
sacred
, music and
t
dance will
begin at 8
p.m. in the
Special. Events
Center on Dec. 9.

1"

a donation
on request. The
celebration will run from noon to 2
am. on Dec•.10 in the SUB. Events
will include music at Braval, a
comedian
hour and movies
followed by panel discussions.
Movie topics include women's
rights at 2 p.m.-4:30 p.m., racial
equality at 5 p.m.-7:30 p.m. and
gay rights at 8p.m.-l0:30 p.m,

'.
Juried llxhibiti.on385-1223 ..
" Located in theStuderit
Union
. Gallery. Sponsored by the l30iseArl
Alliance. Admission is free. Gallery
. hours are 7 a.m.-ll p.m. The'
exhibition will continue through
Jan. 7.
.

'Theater & Dance

Tibet·
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Hawaiifourney yields pair of wins
Scott Samples
Sports Editor

think this was a real positive learning experience for us:"
Boise State started the tournaThe BSU women's basketball
ment off on the wrong foot when
team's three-game trip to Hawaii
Arkansas exploited BSU's defense,
was no easy vacation.
winning 92-75 on Friday. The
Still, the Broncos managed to Broncos bounced back in game two,
walk away from the 15th Annual
winning a thrilling double-overtime.
University 'of Hawaii Rainbow
contest
over George Mason
Wahine Classic with a pair of wins, . University on Saturday. The Broncos
upping their overall record to 4-1.
finished the tourney on Sunday,
"I think for this early in the sea- thumping Wyoming 80-60 to take
son, to come into a tournament with
fifth place.
this caliber of competition, we
The Broncos, who were seeded
learned a lot about our team," BSU first going into the eight-team tourHead Coach June Daugherty said. "1 nament ran into trouble in their first

game, when they took on number
two Arkansas.
Arkansas started the game strong
and jumped out to a big lead midway through the first half. But BSU
surged, cutting the lead to eight at
the half.
. The Razorbacks, led by six players scoring in double figures,
opened things up in the second half
and ran up a 17-point lead. With 12
minutes remaining in the game.
Boise State fought back, however,
and with about four minutes left to
go were down by 10. But turnovers,
costly fouls, and lack of rebounding

Cajuns hold back BSU
men in away match
Turnovers help SWL
squeeze by Broncos
to gain 61-57 victory

• HawaII continued on
page 14

Volleyball
season
ends just
shy of goal
Layne D. Hansen.
Staff Writer

Layne D. Hansen
Staff Writer
. After winning consecutive games in the Real
Dairy Classic, BSU's basketball men dropped
their first game' of the season to Southwestern
Louisiana Saturday in Lafayette.
.
John Coker had a team-high 16 points and
seven rebounds, but the Broncos had turnov~rs
that ended up being key in the Cajuns' 61-57 VICtory.
..
fi
The Broncos ran into foul trouble 18 the irst
half. Starters Coker, Eric Bellamy, and St~ve
Shephard were forced to sit the bench in the first
half. Bellamy, who going into the game was averaging four and a half points and two rebounds a
game, played only eight minutes.
The Cajuns shot a dismal 36 percent from the
field, but the Broncos weren't able to take advantage of that statistic, shooting 46 perc~nt the';l'selves, but committing costly turnovers 18 crucial
moments of the game.
With the score tied late in the game at 53, the
Broncos turned the ball over twice; however, BSU
tied the game at 57 with a dunk by Bernar.d
Walker and a goaltend on a lay-up by Shambric.
Williams.
.
f th
The Cajuns scored the last four points C?
e
game-hitting
four of their s~ free throws 18 the
last minute and a half.
Williams, averaging 26 point~ a game fo~ the
Broncos, was held to 14 points and eight
rebounds.
The Cajuns' star guard, Byron Starks, who was
averaging 32 ppg coming into the ~ame, ~a~ a
disappointing
evening from the field, hitting

let Arkansas regain a I5-point lead
at the 3:05 mark and the game was
out of reach.
"1 think we did not make a commitment to play good defense,"
Daugherty
said.
"1 thought
Arkansas tended to manhandle us
by playing very aggressively, but
then we adjusted very well in the
next two."
Saturday's game was a much different story.
.
In a game marked by 23 called

Arlliter/llNn Beck.-

Boise State's Damon Archibald. scores
against High-Five America In BSU's
season opener~
only six of his 16 shots for 16 points.
The Broncos return to action today, Dec .. 7,
when they host Humboldt State. '.
. .
Boise State will face Southwest LOUISiana
again when the Cajuns attend the BSU-hosted
Holiday Classic on Dec. 29 and 30.

Going into their season, the BSU
volleyball team had high expectations, despite their lack, of e"perience.
.... '.
-,,:< .. "':;
Although the Broncos had six
freshmen on the I3-player roster,
the team was picked to finish
third, behind Idaho and Montana.
By season's end, despite a seesaw performance, they nearly met
those expectations. They finished
fourth.
The Broncos started off well,
winning three of their first four
matches. However, the Broncos'
inexperience shone through whenever they had to leave the frien~ly
confines of Bronco Gym. BOise
State lost five of their next six
matches, leaving their preseason
. record at 4-6.
. The Broncos again looked like
they were a contender when they
started their conference matches.
BSU won three matches to start off
league play, but the~ ran o.ut of
gas, losing four of their next five.
Boise State snapped a threegame losing streak against Weber
State, a Will that kept their playoff
hopes alive. At 5-4, the Broncos
lost to Idaho State, a team they had
beaten twice before.
The Broncos, who were seemingly out of playoff contention
with a 5-5 record, stormed to three
straight wins, including an impressive and important victory over
the University of.Montana ..
BSO· clinched a playoff. berth
with . a win
over
Eastern
Washington, but ran IntoInjuries
. and illnesses.
.
Before the Montana State match,
starting setter Angela Adams went
down with, a back' injury, and her
backup,
red-shirting
lellnifer
Woodfield was out with a broken
finger,
.
. The job of running the offense

• Splkers continued on
page 14
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Sports fans are fickle.
Evidence in support of
this statement·abounds: You
can see itin attendance
counts, T-shirts, and baseball
caps. I guarantee you won't
be seeing much Washington
Reds~sorLosAngel~
Lakers paraphernalia this.
year, and I'll bet you their
attendance levels have
.
dropped substantially.It's not
that these teams, only two
examples of a prolific phenomenon, have been horrible
for a long time. In recent
years, the Redskins and
Lakershave had fine, winning seasons. The Lakers, in
fact, were considered a,
dynasty in the 1980s.
So what happened? I'll

• Hawaii continued
from page 13
fouls, and 12 players (six
from each team) fouling out,
the Broncos
out-lasted
George Mason in tow overtimes.
Things looked good for
BSU in. the first half, as they
jumped out to a 12-point
half-time
lead. Then the
foul trouble began.
With eight minutes left in
the game, BSU had four
players-three
of them
starterswith four fouls,
forcing Daugherty to go to
.the bench.
Meanwhile,
GMU was
closing the gap behind the 3point
shooting
of Keri
Chaconas. Then, with four
.seconds left in the game and
BSU up by two, Michelle
Schultz picked up her fifth
foul, sending the patriots to
the line, where they made
both free throws, sending
the game into overtime.
Mason opened
the OT
period with a bucket, then
pulled away to a six-pint
lead. But the Patriots began
to foul and then foul out,
sending the Broncos to the
line enough to let them back,
within
tow,
before
Varvanova hit a lay-up With
nine seconds left, sending
the game into double overtime.
In the second over-time,

tell you what-they had the
nerve to lose a couple gam~.
Immediately, the fans desertedthem.
You say it's not true? You
say that you are loyal to your

team through thick and thbl?'
.Perhaps. But I'm saying
now that the kind of person
that exhibits that sort of loyalty is in the minority. It's a
. proud and stubborn fan that
can wear a Chicago Cubs
cap, when everyone else has
defected to the Toronto Blue
Jays camp.
I'm not sure how this
came about. You'd think that
athletics, which promotes a
certain camaraderie and
.
bond between its competitors, could dothe same thing
for its fans.
' .
And in some rare cases it
does. Take, for example,
some of the expansion teams
in the NBA. Although the
Minnesota Timberwolves are

BSU took the early lead but
was hurt when Varbanova
fouled out with 1:26 to go,
leaving BSU with just five
players
left.
Still, the
Broncos held a one-point
lead and with 5 seconds left,
Tricia Bader was fouled and
went to the line. Bader made
the first one and missed the
second, but chased down
the rebound
and ran the
clock out to seal the victory.
"I think one of the exdt-·
ing things we learned was

we have a lot of depth on
the bench," Daugherty said.
"And we got a lot of quality
play from people
who
haven't had a lot of playing
time. That just makes us a
better team."
Boise State looked more
impressive
in Sunday'S
game against
Wyoming,
beating the Cowgirls by 20
points.
'
Varbanova was strong all
around, scoring 16 points
and eight boards.

,

- ManicureS-

1st

set $12.00

JINNEY SCHLANGER'

OPEN TUES.-SAT.

NIGHT APPOINTMENTS

BSU 10. FOR

set Is $10.00

bring B friend and second

.

17TH & IDAHO

AVAILABlE

385-08~

DISCOUNTS

I

Also

$45.00 bring B friend and the second set Is only $25.00 ,
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-Nail ExtensIons with Overlay

BRING

was put upon the shoulders of Cyndi Neece, a
player who was hampered
by sickness all season,
Veteran performances
by Kristen
Dutto
and
Melissa
Dahl this year
weren't surprising, but the
arrival of 6-foot-3 middleblocker Amber Woodcock,
the work by freshman outside hitter Crystal
Carr

... $4 - 60 oz Pitchers for
students 7pm _ 1.2am

-enjoy frlendiy siJrvlCs-'
set

and
the versatility
of
Neece were pleasant
surprises for the Bronco volleyball program.
Expectations
will be
high for the Broncos next
year, with the return
of
Dahl, Neece, Woodcock,
Jill
Fleming,
Sarah
Buxrnan,
Carr,
and
Adams.
Joining
the team next
year will be 6-foot-2 Julie
Kaulius
and
6-foot-l
Dawn Woolner.

• Splkers contInued
from page 13 .

Tuesday is BSU Night at Mulligans'

lNl~OI6 ©@lNllNl~©1FOSQ)lNl
1st

dance barely topped
10,OOo-less than half the full
.capadty seating.
I know, everyone will tell
.me that it's no fun to watch
your team lose all the time .
But how will you know if
they lose if you don't watch .
the game?
, .
Besides, I guarantee that
when the wins do come, they
will be infinitely more satis-. ,
fying if you've stuck with
,
your team through the shadows as well as the limelight. '
So break out those Lakers
jerseys, those Redskins caps,
and yes, even those Bronco
sweats.
'
Show some balls (figuratively, please). Support your
team.
.

acrappyteami they still pack
their arena. But perhaps
that's just because the newness has yet to wear off.
The fact remains that each
mark in the defeat column
denotes not only a loss on
the field or court, but a loss
in the bleachers as well.
Case in point: Boise State
Bronco football. I'm sure no
one needs to tell you that the
Broncos have struggled this
season. But that doesn't ,
mean that BSU doesn't have
a successful program overall,
and that past seasons haven't
been good.
Nevertheless, the team
has been essentially abandoned. In the last home
game of the season, att.en- .
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Bring this ad in fora
54 - 60 oz Pitcher
on Saturday 12-11-93

\Go.~:~~: .' .,t...EATERY
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Mulligans' Golf Pub & Eatery;~r
1009 Main Street Boise; Idaho

BUY IT!
SELL IT!
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AN ARBITER CLASSIFIED IS GOOD
EVERY NEED!
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$8.00 DISCOUNT"
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High-Speed Copies (100+) •• 4C
Oversize' Copies' (17x22) .•$1.50
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FAX service Available

NOW PLAY
Full-Service Offset Printing

SNOWBO.ARDS-All 94 models now in stock.
Five brands to choose from.
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Design &. Layout .
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Dave

Humour

David Miller

Wl'lat Are We
Good At?

MONrHl-Y FINANCIAL.
<?iATeMi:NT

Why is it whenever
some agency or group
decides that they need to
rank the 50 states, Idaho
chronically finishes at or
near the bottom, with'
Mississippi close behind?
(Incidentally, Mississippi
is actually exempt, since
they are still technically
seceded from the Union.)
Whether we're ranked on
education, drunk driving
laws, average yearly
income, or Weird Al
Yankovic album sales, '.
mean as what you hear
we're either 48th or 49th,
about in the news (source:
depending on whether
Blue Cross ofIdaho).
anybody answered the
o In a brand new catephone in Arkansas.
go~ldahoclimbsupto
As a proud lifetime
number one in goofynative of Idaho, I can't
looking IS-year-olds who
just stand by and let
wear Dr. Seuss hats at
Idaho take a beating in
. Boise Towne Square.
the department of public
o And finally, Idaho,
relations. Just when we
after years of tough comfinally shook that Mud
petition with Utah, is
Lake thing, we have yet
ranked number one in
more slings and arrows to
Jell-O consumption
suffer. I think it's time we . (source: Jell-O
let the other 49 states
Journal: Swimsuit
know we are indeed the
Edition '93). .
best in many areas of
What do we make of
achievement. Here's an
these rankings? How can
Idaho parlay these figures
abbreviated list of our
into large amounts of
number one rankings
tourism dollars? Is it posfrom a recent study by
sible for this state to
The Schmeckman Group,
improve its national repuInc., a highly reputable
tation with this kind of
and recently bankruptinformation? And more
free research company:
importantly, who are
o Idaho is ranked
these people that are buynumber one in annual
Ing all the Michael Bolton
sales of Yosemite Sam
tapes?
"Back Off"mud flaps
The point I'm trying to
(source: Earl's House 0'
make is a simple one: If
Mud Flaps).
we really want to work
o Idaho is ranked
on our state's reputation,
number one in subscripwe need to look deep,
tions to Guns'N .
deep, within ourselves;
Ammo (source: U.S.'
deep into the very pit of
Postal Service, disgrunour souls; deep down
tled employees'
among the muck and
poll).
mire of our craven hearts;
o Idaho continues to
deep to the deepest
hold the top spot with
recesses of our conRoss Perot haircuts
science, and ask ourselves
(source: United We Shear,
this very crucial, yet simAmerica).
ple question: Am I eating
o Idaho is ranked
enough cheese?
number one per capita for
people who try to conTodd Sholty is not just
vince their friends that
a
regular
columnist for The
they know somebody
Arbiter, but he is also
famous (source: 24,372
wholly responsible for any
. close, personal, friends of
offense you might have
Curtis Stigers).
taken in this article. The
o In 1992, Idaho
line forms at : The Arb~te1;
claimed to.be number one
1910 University Drive,
in people who tell others
Boise, 1D 83725
that their pit bull isn't as
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2757 Broadway Ave.
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Donate Blood Plasma

MUST BRING A BSUSTUDENT

15p~ople=$500
weeki,}'.'
",
,
.
..
....
.
40000 000 Hosp,tal pallenta

... :';" . ,.'
American Biomedical Center
~~~
,
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10 CARD

OFFER ONLY 'AVAILABLE THRU
DECEMBER.'31.•·1993'

BSU HORTICULTURE
PROGRAM
Chrtstmas Open House
in the Horticulture classroom
near the BSU tennis courts
DEC. 7-10, 10 AM-4PM
Everyone Welcome!

American Red Cross' Classes
BABYSITTING
COURSE
ChUd Care for Providers
Chlld Care-Chlld Development·

Tuesdays,· 7 pm

2001 University Drive .
Call Dan at 345-4425'
ST,UDENT
YWCA, ,
The Political Muscle for BSU Women
'Wednesdays, 3:30-4:30 pm
at the Women's Center
Call Joan at '385-4259

Child Care-RecogniZing .and
Reporting Child Abuse
CALL JOANNE YACKLEY AT 375-0314
/

ASBSU SENATE
INFORMATION
SESSIONS
Dec. 7, Business Lobby, 9 am-I pm
Dec. 9, Education Lobby, 9 am-I pm
Senators will be av8llable
I·
for questions

r------------------.

lCAMPUS!

ACLU presents a free movie
"MISSING"
followed by discussion
Wednesday, Dec. 8,7-10 pm
Ada Hatch Ballroom B

.

I

! I<IOSI< i

I

. ...

L~_~ __ ~ __ ~

.

I

~

SUB Lookout Room
Call 336-4936

Association for
Nontraditional· Students
Thursday Dec. 9, 3:30 pm '
SUB AhFong Room

you and your pet with the

Adult volunteers needed for
JuvenUe Court's Diversion Program

Original Santa Paws

Baptist

Zarnzows Stores,Dec. 11, 12, 18, 19
With a $5 donation

900
PHONE
LINES
TURNKEY AND CUSTOM
LINES. FOR COMPREHENSIVE INFO KIT SEND $2.00
TO: OHM, 15702HALLDALE
AVE. #A, GARDENA, CA·
~

:~.

90247.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS1
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly.
Summer
Iholidays/hilltime. World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii" Europe,
Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc. No experience
necessary. CALL 602-680-4647,
ExtC147.
.
AA CRUISE it TRAVEL
JOBS. Earn$2500/mo + travel
the world free! (Caribbean,
Europe, Hawaii, Asia!) C~
lines now hiring for busy holiday, spring and summer ~asons. Listing Service. Call (919)
929-4398 ext 160.

...

WINTER SKI RESORT
JOBS; Hiring for all positions.
Over 15,000 openingsl For
more information call: (206)
634-0469 ext. V5903.
HOUDAYHElP:TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT'
POSmONS AVAILABLE.$8.75
TO STAKf. FLEXIBLE HOURS.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. CALL 377-9271.

~

EARN $51)0-$1000monthly
working for yourseH, in area of
NetworkDisbibution. 345-1613

MIS(.

.-,.

TERM PAPERS, THESES,
DISSERTATIONS Produced
.to your specifications using
WordPerfect for Wmdows.
Different fonts available. Final
copies printed on HP Lasetjet.
Call 344-0239.
.

c. '.

APARTMENT
2 BEDROOM available week of
December 6th. No washing
facility, no pets. Call 384-0018
after 5, nights best.
GET
THE A YOU
DESERVE1 It's the pick-up,
type~thillyewredlaser~rin~
ed, hand-delivered so can get
your A medidnel Get the A you
Deserve! Call Jeannie @ 3278417

PERSONALS
SWCM, 6' 2", 170 lbs.,
brown hair Ibrown eyes, attractive, N/S,looking for S/DWCF,
21-28, 5'5"+, attractive, slender,
N/S, nokids, that likes country
dancing and rodeos, for long.
friendship I serious relationship.
Box 4

How to answer a personal:
Just send in your reply to The
Arbiter 1910 University Dr.,
83725,aUention
personals
name the box. Your reply will
then be forwarded to the owner
of the box in a highly confiden- .
tiallllalUleJ:
. ,

a mature, daring redhead lady
to enjoy the better side of life
with, Iamat
Box7.

5 Mile & Fairview
Broadway Park
10366 Fairview Ave. 2168 Broadway ..'
376-ROSE

.342~ROSE

Roses Starting at $9.99 a dozen
- Tuxedo

Delivery

~J#npT.o1JmDdsmnca

. (206) 6.'J4.OIQI.' ext.C5!J03

Bouquets

We Make'~m.
•
You Bake 'em .:
•
•••
••
•
•••
•
••

MON.-THURS.3:30 pm • 8:30 pm
FRI.-SAt 11 :3G9:OO pm

HOMEMADE, FRESH FROM OUR STORE
HOTS DEUCIOUS FROM YOUR OVEN
BSU/Student & Senior DiScounts; We Accept Food Stamps
LOCATED NEARALBEATSONS Ii BROADWAY

.,-- .._.~.. ..-.~,

1217

Broadway Avenue •

100/0

OFF WITH

343-4868

THIS COUPON

.,

~

_

-.

ARE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW
EXPJ:RIENCINGURINARY FREQUENCY,
BURNING AND PAIN? .
" yOU -.
yoU could have • u"'*YtrKt
infection (cyatitll) IIIICI
be eligIble 10 PII1IcIpate ,In • rnurch program InYoIvIng III oral
, ..
8lItIblotIc.

FREE MEDICAL ,CARE IF YO~ QUALIFY. ;
(Exams, lab work and medication),
,

TO QUALIFY,. PLEASE READ .THE· FOLLOWING:
You _,

be • felNIe.

. """ Of.,.

• No,,,,.,,nam

Students Needed!
Bam up 10. S2.(XX)+/month·
WllddogCclrCruise SIdpS 01'
land- Tour ComJlanles.
Wodd Travel (HawaiI.
Mexico. the Caribbean. etc.).
Summl!l'Brid FuD-Tame"
employment aVailable. .No
ap'l1eCIl!S&aI'Y •. Pormore .
inromlaIion c:aII:

-Balloons/Balloon

, "BACKH~MEPIiii - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ..~

CRUISE JOBS
I

1-80CJ..570::5148

PN4t~cJ4e4

.•

No drugs, smoking or drinking. No' commibnent Just good
sex and a good friend (I'm tired

choose $200 of national brand

)

.i-------------------....,

Box 12

If a tall 6 ft., intelligent
secure, 40ish male is looking for

_

- . A cool guy, BSU Grad. BA
'74 wishing for a woman
with
'..'
beauty and brains who has a 4.0
in emotion. I act like I am 20 but
understand 40. Money property
helping other people is my
game;
Box 9.

Oh L'AmoUl'!!
Intelligent 21-year-old N/S
GWM. .Enjoys art, music,
movies and walks in the rain.
Seeking same, 19-24, who i~
honest, supportive and discreet,
someone REAL. No Blanes or
Antoines please.
'

Tall, attractive, 24-year-old
GWM into music, movies, fitness,.hones~.hang time,Wscretion and outdoor activities.
Seeking same, 1~28 for friend-,
ship Ipossible relationship..
Box 6

grocery & PharmaceutIcaJ items
send for order book l(Jltlng YOU. '

of spending time alone). Shy
20ish SWM wishes to meet
30ish woman with sightly size
and those BetteDavis eyes. Sex
is my Drug! Write if it's yours!
Box8.

Nice looking, intelligent, SM
looking for SF for companionship and study buddy. Desire
slender, attractive, outgoing
lady 20-305, who enjoys laughter and good food. Write and
tell me about yourself. Photo
please. Money and time to
spend on quality.
Box 11.

WANT TO WIN A MACINTOSH LC 31 See next
week's paper for more details.

, 'cOUpot'iil

to handle juvenile offenders
Tratntng provided.
Call Glenna Crawforth at 364-3014

Campus M!n:n!stll"!es

Bible Studies and Fellowships

CASH REWARD We buy
Levi 501's. Top Dollar Paid.
Phillips 66, Capitol Blvd &
Univ.

SAVE20%TO,5O%qn

.

Wednesday, Dec. 8, 7:30 pm

IDAHOHUMANE
SOCIElYAUXILIARY
Have a photo taken of

OPPORTUNITIES

Voices for Human Rights
Thursdays atNoon
.'S1.1:13
Alexander Room
Call Gary at338~6897
Boise
Afts Commtsston presents
•
GARY GILDNER
poet/author to read in Boise

• E~

IN

IN~.

IIUtIlnfI.

I""proml .....

Ih8n .10

ell,..

FOR MORE INFORMATION AEGA~DI~G THIS.
PROGRAM, PLEASE CONTACT:
DURING BUSINESS HOURS:'.377-8653
24 HOUR DIGITAL PAGER:' 887-2524
(Qu!l11fied•~tJerits'ej.rri~Pt~~.OO'

.

for particl~on.l·.

addliJ~nal.·ctish

'..•.,

'
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Student Project
Evaluates Growth
at Boise State

A

s part of a media project chronicling growth at
Boise, State University, students in the 216/316
Communication Lab present the speclat-topicnewspaper, The comm Lab Chronicle. The articles in this
tabloid explore the impact growth has had on B.S.U.
Students in the Communication Lab wrote about issues
concerning parking, classroom space, and how B.S.U.'
compares to other colleges in neighboring .states.
The Communication students hope this product will
serve as a vehicle for discLission and thought on the'
issue of growth at B.S.U.
;\
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B:S:l.1.·eomp,!re~f

to

Neighboring Schools

",

",

To get an indicator of how strict or
lax the admission policies at Boise State
In-State and Out-of-State
University are. information was gathered
Tuition from the fall
concerning other urban colleges and
semesters from 1983
compared. The four colleges analyzed
were the University of Nevada at Las
through 1993
Vegas. Eastern Washington University,
University of Montana. and Portland
Year In-State Out-of-State
State University.
The University of Montana requires
$400
$1350.50
1993
incoming freshmen to have' a 2.5 grade
'$1355
$405
1984
point average and either a 20 on the .
$1462
1985
$512
A.C.T. or a combined score of 800 on
$529
$1479
1986
the SAT. They also require four years
1987
$537
$1487
. of English. three years of Math. three
$549
$1499
years of Social Sciences. two years of
1988
Laboratory Science. and two years of
$605
1989
$1555
other college prep classes. Transfer stu$622
$1572
1990
dents must have a 2.0 G.P.A. in their
$652
$1652
1991
college work and more than 12 college
$689
$1789
1992
hours to be eli,gible for admission.
Montana,.is rated' competitive, in' admis$759
$1965*
1993
sions, standards. Tuition, for Instate resi$2084**
dentsis $,1.588per semester and $4.039
*lfenroUed in'Spring'92
for out pfstatestudents.,
**Ifnot.enrolled in spring '92
The University of Nevada Las Vegas
freshman requi~ementslnclude a high
school G.P.A.of 2.;30., They also require
be admitted. U.N.L.V. is rated as comthat you have taken four years of
petitive and the tuition for in state resiEnglish.,three years of math. three years ' "dents Is $1.176 per semester and $4.n6
of social sciences. and one semester of
for non residents.
.
.
a cojnputer literacy class.' A flna,l
,Portland State ,University freshmen
requirement isa score of 20 orhigher on
need a 2.5 G.P.A. upon graduation.
the A.C.T. or, 890 and above on the
They are alsoreqLlii'ed to havea.200n
SAT. Transfer students need to have
15 or more credits and a 2.0G.PA to
-Please'tumto page 2...;;
..

,
,

.'

Managing New
Surges in Student
Enrollment
This semester. student attendance has reached a record
high. This has had some positive and negative effects upon the
quality of education at Boise State University. Teachers have',
more papers to grade in classes. Some feel they are not able
to give individual students as much attention as they used to.
Some classes'have grown. Some classes are difficult to get
into. Some English classes and other classes have an enrollment cap. However. the general consensus is that the quality
of educationat e.S.U. is not going down. .
Things are being done to deal with the growth so that the
qUality,of education remains consistent. One example Is the
recruitment of teaching assistants and graduate assistants.
They teach the more fundamental coiJrse material. They also
save professors time and energy. A professor can split the
class into 'smaller groups and let a teacher assistant teach a
designated group. This allows more one on one time with the
students. It also allows professors more time to prepare lectures.
Another trend in ~eclassrooms is the use oftechnology.
Dr. Ross Vaughn of the Department of Health. Physical
Educationand Recreation said that the lack betWeenavallabill- .
ty of technology and the~lty
being abletp putthetechnology to use does impair the quality of.education now. According
. to Dr, Vaughn. ,there needs to be sufficient incentive and time
for the faculty to develop tessonsmetuse technology. Dr.
Mead. Qirectorof the HOl1orsProgram. agrees that technology
Shouldbe mixed with traditional teaching methods.
.
More classes are being 'offered on Friday and Saturday.
This can help to open upclaSs space and thus alleviate some
schedUling problems.·
'
.
this helpSstudents graduate Withina reasonable period of
time.'
'
.

,A"I~t .I~' beln~, h~ard .:'
a~out " "'Bolse'~Stat$
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erns
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tuitIon. Classrooms are a
. little cozier witheve'ry seat
filled, registration shows
.
~·groWth by difficulty getting,i :asked a· variet'y oiquesthat ,line .up' along
Into desperately needed
tlonscohcerning theirbusi-'
Broadway. Although m~ny
coursesthat. are, filled by , ness and how it has been, . businesses in this area are'.,
other d,e$p'erat~stu~ents. . .affected by.the growth. at ·'affected. by'thegroYJihat '.' .
. The, day: 'time pa,rklng. ' BS~, ',Outof t~re~ h·un"· BSU.manyc~n ·stand.orf<'·
. . 'saga, and'thenew addltlon
dredsurveys toarea busltheir owrl~nd'arerel~tively:
to our library ali point to
nesses the researchersunaffect~d
bYJhe~groWth
growth on ourcampus.·
received onehlJl1dred and
fromca~pus ..,:
.
, BSU Is growing and no
forty. two back. '. Some.
These.typesofbusl-;·.
. matter what anyone does
Interesting data came to . nssses were ·generally·the'··:
we can't stop it. Growth Is
light from the surveys.
malcrcorporatejndustnes .:
ineyitable.
'.
Brooke Zrno covered
such as Albe.rtsons and.' .
The question becomes, Southeast Boise! Broad~ '. Ore-ids, 'florists shops, ...
what impact does growth at
way and Park Center, an
bakeries, health clubs and
BSU.have on its surroundarea that most Boise stuother such businesses that
ing community?
dents are relatively familiar
cater and market. them- .
Oommunlcatlon Lab
with since this area is 'selves to a differentclien316 set out to answer this
close to the campus.
tele than the average col- '
. question along with many
According to Zrno's find~' lege student. In .this·area
others. A group of seven
ings the "restaurants in
of Boise which' sees the
]
students from Communithis area realized the
most action from BSUstu.-cation Lab 316, better
greatest
impact from
dents the number one
known as Comin Lab, set
growth at BSU". '
problem that has been
out to discover if 'the
This seems logical.
stated by the buslnesse's '
growth that has been takHow many of us rush to
surveyed is the issue ()f
ing place at BSU has, is
Chili's for pre and post
parking.,
.'.'
,and will affect' Boise busifunction' food and drink?
This issue appears. to
nesses.
An increase in student regaffect these I)uslnesses .
The students split u'p istration would certainly
whether BSU i.sgrowing;or
'Boise into regions and
help boost the health of
not and'need~, t~: bfit .'.
handed out surveys which
the various restaurants
addressed and corrected..
I,

:.,::,~-:.
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Chronicle

. . Are

you fed up with trving tOfin~
a parking spot on,campus? Does.lt
. seem thenHsn't enough parking?
.According to Bob Selbolt, DireCtor'
of the Department.of CCimpus:
SecuiityandSafe.ty;"thereiSe.noug~: .
.parklrlg';,:Th'eprObl~m
'Is~ p~rCeive.ct.
.::' one: \ .:,:' "',', ','
~. .,. . '
Mr. Selbolt,:saldthere are 4;712
. parking spaces.:·'M':;.Seibolthas
never seen auot them full. ,The
. probl~mis.tha(everyol1e wants to'
"park right by their classes,Seibolt .
said.',
.
. . ,
.'. Morepeopleare ridingthe bus or .
ab.ike. This.ls helping to ease the
parking problem. There are three
advantagesto riding~e bus or using.
. a' bike. First, it saves money. G~s
·biUsandother maintenancecin:acar
decrease.. In addition to that; most
Insurancecompanieswill lower premiums,oncethey have beentoldthat
your car. Is no longer,your primary
modeof transporta~on~
. Second;i1d.'' log a bike Ish~althier. Third,·ttlerate
of pollutiondeCreasel;~
.' ", The university has put in.more
crosswal~sand. a .light across from
.:the ~dminlstration building. .They .
are.also considering:puttingIn ino·r.e
bike racks.'
.,
' .
I ' .

Funds· Musf Follow Students,
: , '.,...

.

.

In a recent tnterview,
Republican . Senator Phil
Childersstated that Boise State .•
is clearly the fastest growing ..
university in Idaho and the dol- .
lars' Viii! hiive' to follow the students.
,
Childers is also the vice.
.chairman for the house education committee. Childersstated
that higher education has been
getting.very little attention due
to the public schools lawsuits '
over inadequatefunding. .
.
Childers believes the current concept stressed in the'
university of Publish or Perish.
is wrong.
One' way to help alleviate
budget problems would be to
cap professors
salaries.
Childers said the University of
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Twci'Senators
View Aspects
of Growth
Idaho gets most of the money
from the bUdgetsince they are
considered the land grant. college.
. Democratic Senator Sue
Reents stated that B.S.U. has
shown the most growth among,
the colleges and believes that
Boise State student growth is
the biggest challenge of the
nineties. Reents"said the budget has always been built from'.
the past and B.S.U. always h~S

a struggle for equality due to
the limited number of BSU
alumni in the Senate.
Reents said she would like
to 'see more equalityin the budgeting process. Reents 'also
backs the added weekend and
.off campus classes. being
offered. .
MOl;t of the money B.S.U.
gets to build or expand comes
from grants similar to the
Albertsons Library project.and
. the Simplot/Micron engineering
project .
Both senators did see a
problem with the rapid growth
of B.S.U. and said it is an Issue
.' that has been discussed in
JFAC committee meetings in
the past. It will continue to be a
hotissue in the future.

- U.S.V;· Compared ••. continued from Page'f, the A.C~T:·or ,an 890 on the· student must have aUeast four
dards? Although'B.S.U.
is
. S.A.T. Further requirements
yearS,ofEngllsh~'threeyears 01 '-rated less 'competitive in most
are"four years of English,three· Matti,
yearsof:Sclerice,
'.collegecatalogs,·on'ly
two
years of Social Studies and
three.years of.Social science," minor areas were found that
Math, and two years Of,Lab
t~o .yearsof a foreign lan~ldnlt matchup,T,heflrst was
Science. TransferstudeJ:lts
guage;andoneye~rof colleg~ . that ~.S.U. ,requlre.donlytwo
need to maintain a 2.0 G.P;A. ,prepa~atory classes. To be
snda, half. years of 'Social
forOregon residents arid' a
abie, to transferto E,W,U~.til 'Sciences ... 'The four,other eol. 2.25Jor out of.state'stu~eJ1ts: ·.n:tlnlmum,2~OG.P;A>il;r8.qiJlrcni":lege'S'requlredthree
years.
In addition transfer students·.,anda~lea~,40 hO!JrsofcOllege' ·EventhougtlJ3;$.U,'la9~edin
nescJ',30holJrsofooll8ge work;" classes:,E~w.,U.I~ rat(ildasth.e
.. Social Sciences," .the
PortlandState Is rat~ c;omP~~.. ,colllpetltiv,e; Tjletultionls
~~lJirsmElnts'c~~p8~~t~ .I.n
live. ,The tuition Is $2,538 for In· $1.698for·in state'studentsand .. COIIf;tgElpr~p~r.atory.·classes.
. '~te,'r.e~ld@n~':and$$.$4Qfor·. :'$5,.9,70for qut"of .~tat~:'~t~~.' .B.,S,;l~:~req~lr~s~9~~a~ h~1f
olI:Iejj:~i;):,<:',,: ..'; ."~<~::'(':":I~El~"~
~J' ~~lvei:sltl~'hav~ ~ ,y'~
lo.th~~r,~:;" ,...'.,":':">
::','
",:, .: 'f,hEt', lasi cqJlegeexamh,ed .appllcatl9n ,feEl,:,wh,c,brange~, ..'»,;: Motjt./Qt,htti:':MnegEl_,9nly

Communicatlon Lab
Advisors:
Harvey Pitman
Marty Most

two

::,'~::~!f~~rt~riYt~i.;?:!j~

~~:~~JY~~e.:;':be~;;~~~~a~

···.·:·~~··frJ>~~$~I~~O,~S~;t~,'
,. E.W.U.a students,SAT. ,score .' UniversitY compare to other.aceelrt,ed." •..
::..,.;",·.::
.• ,,; .
.' : ,mus(be"at .least~5~;A:C;T,',: ':ur!ianu.ni~er~lties:.w~.en'::IL'
~~~,\f9~i·.C?o"eg'e·i(
.. Scores.must be at least ~. ,..A·' ·coines ;,to:;admlsslon'.stan-', " i"equlre's'2;5,G;P;A '<.' ,:c;',o.: ": ' •.
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Education
Quality. Is, Key

32

Growth at B.S~U; notonly
eliminates elevator space and the .'
availability of parking, but also
places a burden on the faqulty
and In some cases adversely
affects the quality of education
students'receive.. The professors
and adjunct faculty at this university teach larger classes, battle
22 24 26 28
32 34 36
for classroom space, face the
Graphic COUr18sy of a.s,u. FUllJtesComm~
pressure to publish or perish, and
. academically advise •the throngs
part-nrne facu.ltygrew by 101.9%.
dent on adjunct teachers, while
that fight for appointments, all on
Clearly, the hiring of new profes56% of the students responded
less than competitive salaries.
sors is heavily skewed toward
that they were uncertain on the
The' Futures Committee,
part-time and adjunct employees.' matter. Yet, 82% of all those surcomprised of B.S.U. faCUltyand
It is also important to note that
veyed agreed that higher salaries
students, conducted a survey of
Boise State is 18% below the
and benefits were needed to
over 1,200 BSU students, faculty,
national average in teaching
. remain competitive with other
classified staff, al')d professional
salaries.
universities.
staff .. According to the survey,
One suggestion for improving .
Another matter of discussion
having enough faculty 'and staff
the quality of education at this
pertains to how much professors
to meet current student needs
growing university is to stop rely"
should be expected to publish.
ranked number 5 as a priority for
ing on adjunct professors and
Dr. Dick Payne, Professor of
consideration. Similarly, the
offer higher salaries to attract fullEconomics, explained that, "stu-··
need for BSU to raise salaries'
time faculty.
The Futures
dents are not getting the attention
and benefits to competitive levels
Committee survey showed that
they deserve" because profesranked' 3rd as a university priori63% of the faculty surveyed
sors are being pushed to publish.
. . ty. In this survey, 65% of the
agreed that BSU is too depenwithin the first two to three years
respondents said BSU did not
have enough faculty and staff to
meet current student needs.
. Strongly OISllO'l!e
En'rollment at Boise State
Teaching should be the
has Increased 27.4% since 1983,
emphasis of B.S.U.faculty.
with a higher ratio of full-time smdents than ten years ago. One of
the major ciitiCislT)s~f.!3&Ui~faculty [s ~hat:fh-eY:rely too: healJiiy.
Ag:ee
on -adjuncf arid pait-time professors.ln
an interview with Dr.
Ray60rn, he expressed concem
over the quality ofeducatlon With~
SO many adjunct teachers and
Other
fewer and fewer.PHDs•.
Since 1985 the ranks of fulltime faculty grew by 17.2%, while

after starting. Other professors,
who wished to remain anonymous,agreed that more office
doors are being locked and students are receiving less personal
attention due to the professors
publishing
deadlines.
The
Futures Committee survey
reported that 56% of the respondents agreed' that research
should be the emphasis of BSU
faculty, while 89% agreed that
teaching should remain the priority. Clearly, some research is
expected, but how much and on
what time schedule remains a
question.
. Aside from pressure to publish, students flood into their advisor's office for help with registration and graduate requirements.
In the Futures survey only 21% of
the respondents agreed that
BSU's advising program was sut. ficient.
Many students express frustration, first in finding an advisor,
and then getting the answers and
informationthey need.
Also, high drop out rates
have been attributed to lack of
guidance during student's freshman year. Some suggestions for .
improvement include creating a
paid position for an advisor. The
Business department is currently
trying this.
Understaffing is not unique to
the realm of professors.
Currently, Student Special
.Servicesis understaffed by 38%,
according to Roger Gossi,
Coordinator for Disabled Student
Services. Similarly, Student
Affairs ls understaffed by 36%
andthefinancial.~d office:needs
atreast ~onE{inore fUllt;mefinan.::
cial'aidadvlsbr,as'reported
by
Dr. Taylor, V.P. of Student
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.Phoenix Knows How to Handle Growth
I'm a Communication student at B..S.U.
and am visiting Phoenix to attend an athletic
event. The Dial corporation building· that
stands tall before me is a magnificent display
of modern archltecture, The new America
West Arena rests a few miles behind me;
which houses Phoenix's NBA basketball
team, the Phoenix Suns. Tempe, Phoenix's
neighboring city is-the home.of Arizona State
University'scampus. A powerful campus both
in size and in academic excellence. Sundevil
stadium stands statuesque against-thebrilliant
sunsets that cleanse the sky In the evenings,
Heck, if Iwasretired.l'd comedown tosunny
Phoenix with ,its warm winters while the rest of
America puts another log, on the fire.
Thousands of senior citizens, "snowbirds,"
travel'to Phoenix to enjoy the desert climate.
Housing has boomed here .as it has ~Ise~
where; Resorts, health spas, clubs,mercedes
and jaguar dealerships, and I3lpomlngdales
are just a few of the luxuries that one could be
pampered .wi~froma stay i"the desert citY.
Havillg lived in f'h~njx,for a year,after being
raised.In'the state of Washington;.1 inustsay .
that a cityot this .magnltude
qUiteovEtr~.'
whelming'E/speciallysioc8 my first day,met
with shOQtingson,tile freeway.'.
..
The. growth in PhpE3nlx,helps,tQput the
growththafstaking place.in Bpi~'in a better,
per$p8ctive. tv1Yboyfriendtoo~nie fOra driVe
awhile bScktO :sh,owme some of the newest
hOU~I.,g'rj~velopm~nts.that~re'spl'Out!ng up:
arolJndBo/Se•..The size of these houses and
the~~ge>otlar1~!f1ey ..~~ ..~IItOn! leades

was

one to believe that land is qUickly becoming
scarce.
A very clear point comes to mind as I
, stand amidst skyscrapers here in Phoenix.
•Boise'may not have towering skyscrapersand
it may nothave a Professionalbasketball and
football team; .But one thing is for sure, business is good. Old huntlnqand fishing
grounds that used to lie atme outskirts of
town have been taken over by' new housing
developments. we are experiencing growth
from all directions and we are beginning to
see the growth before our very eyes, Although .

growth at BSU is in full sWing,the surrounding
community and the businesses that inhabit it
, are progressing on just fine despite It. . Boise
is a prosperous community and its businesses,
should continue to reap healthy benefitsfroin
irs growth.
I'd ,like to say 1hatthe Increasing student
population and growth at BSU has had
major effect on' the health and progress of
'Boise's businesses, but the
remains 'that
a significant number of businesses and industries Standsolid with or without BSU students
putting their dollar into the cash registers..
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Solutions Include Drawbacks
The PopUI~tlonlncrease
many ,students to gradUate .tlonal faCUlty or to build
In .the Boise area has also, In five or
years instead of
more classroom space.affected the student populafOur.
"Marth;
.understands that
tlon
at, Boise . State
Added tothlspro~lem is
there.!snot enough. money
University.
According to
the fact tfiat due to a limited
fOr eduCation In our state in
ASBSU ..'President C. J.: number of teachers; '.some
gener8J'but th~ ..n9r:1eythat'
Martin,BoiSeState's class- . upper division ciassesare
. Is tt!ereis mosUy,a1I.ottedtq ,
rooms are 1IIIedto capacity
",offered only once a y~r.·
. the Unlv~rsi.tYoflc:Jaho.
~urlngtl1e peak hours of :'Thisc8uses'even
more
The reason, forthis is
9:.00 a. m. to, 2:00 p. m. . probltims'16r 'students' who
thatthe UniVerslty:o(ldahO, .
Maitln said that although thewanfto
graduateas·sbon as'
I~,thought" of as~e Idaho
natlo.l1ai, avera~e use of
~iblfk'
:-~: ~,,;',
- unlversity;providlngthe.,
" classroom, space Is 54%,
.' Unfortunately, Inc~eas·gre~~
sel"il.~ Irl graduate "
Boise State usually uses: '. Illg ,StudenUeesis no~ tt,le
programs .and law,~ools.
·70%
answer,to~hls
problem.
So eVen,\tl0ugh.BOI~ State.
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Diversity is something anyorieshould' expect from a un iversLty. Something
we all
should
expect.
In some
departments
of the schools
there is an apprehension that
is being
caused
by the
unavailability of classes. The
Strongly Ag-ee
2
fact that some classes do not
exist in any form 011 Boise
State's campus is agonizing to
some students.
The very
diverse education and the currlculum.that is standard at
other large untversfttes
is
absent at Boise State.
Several interviews were
And at night? So much for
conducted during the month of
school or a job."
.
October. Non-tenured institute
The unavailability of classlevel educators and students,
es with space during the day is
both inside and outside of
directly affecting the length of
Boise State University, were,
time some people will be Boise
questioned,
regarding
the
State students.
Instead ofissues of growth, class size,
spending the money on an
variety, and availability. ' Any , extra semester and resuming
information
requested
was.
core class progress in the fall,
made available and in most
the student is going .to skip the
instances, specific problems
spring and' continue his studwere addressed by the interies when it is more academiviewees.
cally and financially viable.
The most apparent probKenneth McCabe, an edulem encountered when investicator in Portland, who studied
gating the effects of growth,
on 'the East Coast,
was
coupled with the quality of
amazed that some departeducation as an issue,' was a
ments were so under-represhortage of space in classes.
sented;
McCabe said, "The
Severa' students expressed
philosophy department offers
their dismay at th~ir inability to
the basics, but there are many
fit together a manageable,
areas' of theory that aren't
timely
schedule.
In the
there. Having received a doc- '
Communication
Department,
torate from John Hopkins
one of the required, upper diviUniversity,' he' received many
sion core classes is only going
forms of religious and philoto be offered as a night class,
sophical teaching that Boise'
and only one section exists.
State does. not offer. secular
For that entire school there is
and dogmatic studies are only
a list of only six departmental
available from the separate
core classes that all of the stureligious organizations r.epredents are required to take.
'senteo on campus. McCabel
In the situation
experisaid that even though religious
enced by one student interentities
may be the only
viewed, single section availrespected
teachers in their
ability is a huge problem. "It is
field, there still should be an
completely
ridiculous.
The
expansion of the core of the
department wants us to take
Philosophy
department
the core classes in sequence,
because if a school is offering.
one class per semester, and
logic it shOUld also offer some
they only offer one section.
Phenomenology
and some

.\
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There are enough faculty and staff
at B.S.U.to meet current student needs;
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secular teachings, according
to McCabe ..
In the philosophy department, one individual was willing to comment, but did not
want to be a' quoted source.
She said that the size of the
core philosophy
classes ,Is
rtdtcutous and Impersonal.
She continued by saying that
no student can receive a quality education
sitting in the
Special Events Center with 75
other students.
One of the 100 level sections
of Introduction
to
Philosophy IS in the SPEC this
semester.
Some educator
, manuals state that a student

teacher ratio over 20 to one is
not good.
The information compiled
from the Intervlews reveals
that class size is first on most
people's minds, and the ctasees being available the. second.
The quality of education
is
being directly affected by how
classes are being scheduled.
In a few cases. class space is
so limited that some students
'are extending their educational
careers beyond the four year
plan .:
The

days

of

personal

instructton are passing and the
four year college Is quickly
becomil1g,a thing of the past.

- Faculty Hit Hard ... cont. from page 3-

Affairs.
Other suggestions to solve
The major obstacle, accordstaffing problems at BSU come
lng to ASBSU President, C.J.
from various students, reports,
Martin is that Boise State's conand faCUlty interviews. The feastitution states that student fees
sibllity of any of the suggestions
cannot be Used to hire additional
remains the determining factor in
faculty. Therefore, the extra
implementing ahy of the followfunds for full-time salaries would
Ing:
have to come out of the unlversi-reduce the reliance on ternty's 'base budget. By, the' year
porary and student help In per2000 the head count at BSU is
forming regular employee duties.
expected t6 be 20,000 enrolled
-improve student services in
students. Martin stated, -growth
advising, registration, financial
is eroding the quality of educaaid, and career counselling and
tion we are receiVing. Because,
placement.
prospective employers know this,
-create a year-end' award
there is a general reluctance to
ceremony to recognize faCUlty
hire people with BSU degrees.
achievement in each area <;>f
This is very unfortunate and it
study. Awards could be used as
needs to be corrected or we are,
stepping stones to obtain tenure
all just wasting our time."
more qulckiy.
- Solutions, Drawbacks ... cont. from page 3,;..
The booklet entitled "Toward,
-increase taculty salaries
the Year 2000" outlines a few
with BSU's base bUdget.
University boasts the largest
burden
on
Boise
State
suggestions to "attract, retain,
-promote part-time faCUltyto
student population in the state of
University faCUltyand resources.
support
and
develop
excellent
full-time
or combine part-time
Idaho, the school is perceived
These proposed solutions
faCUlty."
Some
of
the
suggeswages
for
a lesser number of fullas serving community college
seemed to make the most sense.
tions include:
time jobs.
' ,
needs, despite the, fact that it is
One option that C. J. Martin did
1.
develop
a
s'y,stem'
to
The
problems
facing
our facin the greatest need of money.
not want to explore was the Idea
reward
and
recognize
faculty
ulty
and
quaillyof
education
are
The. ASBSU would like
of an enrollment cap.
.'
achievement
'
'relatively
easy
to
identify,
howevBoise State University
to
-I really' don't favor 'limiting
2. support faCUlty through
er flnd.lngaviable
solution
become equally establIShed In
enrollment, so ,building .ls.the
.equitable funding of, programs
reqUires more work.W&,as
a
State Board ,of Education fundonly, otheroption,·C.
J.. Martin'
'
and
providenecessaryfacllitles
student
body;
need
to'
decide
'
ing. They'support the Idea of
said ..
3.
seek
Improv.ements
In
which'solutlons'wlllenhance
our
constructing' a,'new large build-Overall, the rapid, growth is
compensation' and'benefits:.
- educational possibilities. Then It
ingJor classrooms to alleviate
'eroding, the qUality"of education
from
private
and
public
sources
becomesolJr responsibility to raethe overcrowding problem. In
we arereceivlrig.
Because
; to attract and retain faCUltYin an
iprocats' our desires' to our
fact ASBSU .lsactivelY lobbying
prospective employers know
.''Increasingly academic market
'ASSSUrepresentatives
'and to,
the state ,legislature, for money
this, there .is a generarreluc~
'
4~••
r
eflr:J!~
,an~
,C1~,
thefac~
ourstate
legislators•.,
stUdents
for-such.a bulJdlhg.'·ASBSU,
tanceto hire peoPle with Boise'
:ulty t~nure an~promotlon'sysat BStJ hayea "voICs'S!1dthe unl.
would alsoOliksto see acornmuStatedegrees"T~ls
Is very
tern;
"
versity
needs the"continued supnityoollege in Bo.lse,lrfordeHo
u~foi1unateand 'It -~eeds ,to be
5. ,affirmatively recrul.f and. , port 'Of'ltS stud~ntsand the commeet tt1e n~·Ot'nontn:ldltlonal
'Correct~orwe are all just wastretain female,and minority faool- ,'.,',"unity as' whole; to sOlvfits
Ing'our time.·
" ',',
students,'and~I:~{,;~j,.t~n-,'the"
tv· '
.
",,'
- proble'irl's8nd'cantil'llletoftourlsh.
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